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Abstract: This paper presents two gesture-based user interfaces which were designed for a 3D
design review in virtual reality (VR) with inspiration drawn from the shipbuilding industry’s need to
streamline and make their processes more sustainable. The user interfaces, one focusing on single-
hand (unimanual) gestures and the other focusing on dual-handed (bimanual) usage, are tested as a
case study using 13 tasks. The unimanual approach attempts to provide a higher degree of flexibility,
while the bimanual approach seeks to provide more control over the interaction. The interfaces were
developed for the Meta Quest 2 VR headset using the Unity game engine. Hand-tracking (HT) is
utilized due to potential usability benefits in comparison to standard controller-based user interfaces,
which lack intuitiveness regarding the controls and can cause more strain. The user interfaces were
tested with 25 test users, and the results indicate a preference toward the one-handed user interface
with little variation in test user categories. Additionally, the testing order, which was counterbalanced,
had a statistically significant impact on the preference and performance, indicating that learning
novel interaction mechanisms requires an adjustment period for reliable results. VR sickness was also
strongly experienced by a few users, and there were no signs that gesture controls would significantly
alleviate it.

Keywords: virtual reality; hand-tracking; gesture; user interface; 3D design review; comparison
study

1. Introduction

Efforts have been made over the past several years to integrate virtual reality (VR) into
industrial construction-related processes [1], and in the case of our research, particularly
for reviewing 3D designs. However, the uptake of VR in these areas has been gradual.
This slow adoption can be attributed to various factors such as concerns about reliability,
user comfort, continuously evolving technology landscapes, and the complexities of VR
systems. Additionally, high costs and the steep learning curve associated with these
technologies present significant entry barriers [1,2]. Despite its challenges, our previous
results [3] suggest that utilizing hand tracking (HT) seems promising for 3D design review
applications in VR. Additionally, there are some data to support the effectiveness of VR
usage in design reviews as a performance enhancer [4]. Our next step is to determine what
type of gestures (unimanual, bimanual symmetric, or bimanual asymmetric, as described in
Section 2) are most effective in these types of use case scenarios and in VR overall, and for
that reason, two HT user interfaces (UIs) were designed which attempt to gain more insight
on the usage of gesture actions. The interfaces approach the problem of higher VR adoption
from two angles: (1) to maximize action initiation speed and efficiency by reducing the
complexity of the gesture controls in addition to affording multiple actions to be taken
simultaneously (unimanual approach) and (2) to minimise input errors and loss of control
by requiring more complicated gestures and only one action at a time (bimanual approach).

There are three main research questions in this paper:
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1. Which is preferred when handling and viewing 3D models in virtual environments:
fewer input errors and unintentional inputs (the two-handed user interface) or simpler
functionality with multitasking options (the one-handed user interface)?

2. Which type of gesture actions (unimanual, bimanual symmetric, or bimanual asym-
metric, as described in Section 2) is more usable in a VR 3D design review?

3. What usability issues arise with either user interface, and which approach creates a
better user experience overall?

Further impetus for examining the effectiveness of 3D design review software comes
from the Sustainable Shipbuilding Concepts (SusCon, [5]) research project. This initia-
tive focuses on developing eco-friendly methods within the shipbuilding sector. A sec-
ondary objective of SusCon is to evaluate the use of VR in the ship design process, primarily
considering it as a tool for visualizing various components during the design review stage.
The project contributes to sustainability by minimizing the need for travel and physical
prototypes. Throughout the SusCon project, there has been close collaboration with the
shipbuilding industry. Several industry partners have already begun experimenting with
VR using controller-based systems for visualization purposes. Some of them also tested
HT for the same concept in our previous study [3] with results showing positive recep-
tion toward HT in VR when compared to controllers. While the inspiration for the study
initially emerged from the shipbuilding industry, the applications for the technology are
all-encompassing, and the 3D design review can be utilized in other sectors of industry,
education, and entertainment.

Our findings indicate that the unimanual approach and thus the simplicity of controls
is preferred over increased action control, which signals that action initiation speed seems
to be important when moving and interacting inside virtual environments viewing 3D
models. Additionally, there seems to be a strong link between learning a novel interaction
mechanic based on the testing order, which was used to counterbalance the study, showing
that the preference and performance in either user interface increased considerably if the
test users already had experience in the other. This is likely also influenced by the then
increased familiarity with the testing setup. Furthermore, there were more issues with
learning some of the gesture actions than others: namely, menu usage was difficult for
many users, which reflects on the fist recognition and subconscious fist closing or opening
by the users.

2. Related Work

Previous HT-related research in VR in general is connected to two areas: (1) creating
custom hand-tracking mechanisms and, for example, comparing different tracking algo-
rithms and their accuracy, e.g., [6–8], or (2) evaluating the design of gestures and in what
kind of scenarios they can be utilized the best. The focus of our literature review lies in
the latter section, as this study is focused on usability design instead of refining or experi-
menting with novel tracking mechanisms. The gestures are separated into three categories:
mid-air gestures, gestures performed with hand-held devices, and touch-based gestures (touchpads
on controllers or HMDs) [9]. This study focuses solely on the mid-air gestures; thus, so
does the literature review.

There has been a lot of research related to analyzing 3D user interfaces in the past,
and the terms tangible or graspable interface are mentioned frequently, referring to digital
interfaces which are interactable via the physical dimension in some way [10–13], e.g.,
a computer mouse using a personal computer. Some UI-focused studies include object-
grabbing with HT (mid-air grabbing) in VR, e.g., [14] or selecting objects from interactive
displays and surfaces [15–17]. A lot of the research on gesture usage is empirical (by
nature) [12,18] and in some cases, it has been influenced by concepts such as VR animation
design [19]. Based on the existing literature, there is ample room for additional research
related to usability benefits and issues of gestures and natural tracking. Some major issues
which have been identified are strain on body parts (e.g., fingers, hands, arms, or shoulders)
and involuntary gesture activation due to imprecise tracking or user hand movements.
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There are also some case studies using augmented reality (AR) which have attempted to
solve issues in hand interaction, e.g., by combining hands with gaze usage for selection
tasks [20] or comparing the differences of standard interaction devices and gestures for
rotating and translating 3D models in space [21]. In general, at least for VR, the benefits
of hand interaction include, e.g., naturalness, potential ease of learning, and the lack of
needing heavy controllers, thus leading to lesser strain [3,16,18,22].

The study’s main focus lies in comparing one- and two-handed gesture interaction,
which have been compared previously by, e.g., [23–25]. A strongly related concept is the
classification of human manual activities by Guiard [23], which attempts to understand how
work is distributed between the right and the left hand. There are three main categories:
unimanual, which requires only one-hand coordination, e.g., throwing certain objects such
as a javelin or using dining utensils like a spoon for soup, bimanual symmetric, where
both hands coordinate with identical action in phase (e.g., weightlifting) or out of phase
(e.g., milking a cow), and bimanual asymmetric, which requires complex dual-handed
coordination, e.g., playing musical instruments [23]. This study contains gestures belonging
to all three categories.

Schäfer et al. (2021) [25] compared two one-handed and two-handed UIs in a teleportation-
based locomotion system. Although the article only discusses teleporting and not contin-
uous locomotion used in this article, the results suggest that one-handed gestures were
deemed faster to initiate by those who favored them, whereas two-handed gestures were
perceived as more reliable. The premise of increased reliability for the two-handed gestures
and faster initiation speed for the one-handed gestures is agreed upon and was used as a
hypothesis for this study.

There is also a need for better specifications of learning evaluation parameters apart
from performance (scores, completion time) and usability in relation to training the users to
complete tasks in VR [26]. In this case study, the controls are taught to the users in the form
of tasks, meaning learning evaluation is an important aspect. Moreover, the underlying
idea is that the HT technology, if implemented correctly, can offer improvements also in the
area of learning [27–29].

An important part of HT UI design is the gesture design: what gestures to use and
why? Gesture use strongly relates to semiotics, which refers to the study of signs and
symbols and their use or interpretation. Usually, semiotics are used to communicate with
another person, and there is plenty of research related to this [30], but it is also important
to remember that using gestures even without the intent of communication can potentially
invoke (undesired or desired) reactions in others. For example, a gesture can have a specific
personal meaning to a person viewing it unbeknownst to the gesture initiator. This is why
the designers of HT UIs in VR need to consider at least the following aspects of pragmatic
semiotics in VR [31], or in other words, interaction:

• Is a given gesture familiar to the target audience from everyday life? If it is, then what
kind of actions is it related to? Should this underlying connection be considered when
deciding whether to use the gesture or not?

• Does the gesture have some cultural implications to the user (or any user)? Could this
affect the efficiency with which the user can complete a certain task using the gesture?

• Could multiple different gestures in combination (e.g., when performed with different
hands) result into an undesired, potentially offensive or distracting gesture? How to
design around this?

Another issue apart from gesture design with 3D hand-tracking is reliability, especially
when utilizing gloveless approaches [32]. Specific hand-tracking gloves, often utilizing ac-
celerometers, gyroscopes and flex sensors, have been invented with great tracking accuracy,
but these are often intrusive and expensive (e.g., ShapeHand [33], Hi5 VR glove [34]) or lim-
ited in other ways (e.g., a color glove [35,36]). The existing (gloveless) tracking mechanisms
are often not sophisticated enough for very precise work because of issues such as occlusion
(especially when crossing hands), lighting condition requirements, personal differences in
hand size, shape, and default posture, in addition to proneness for external disturbances
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(e.g., sunlight for infrared-based tracking systems preventing/hindering outside usage).
Thus, while gestures provide increased immersion, they lose in accuracy when compared
with the controller-based approach, although there is a potential middle ground in combin-
ing the two [22]. For a specific example about HT issues, while the Meta Quest 2 utilized
in this study uses mainly visible light for tracking, the headset’s lens is very sensitive to
the sun’s radiation, which is why the device cannot be used outdoors, while the lack of
infrared-tracking leaves a vulnerability to lighting conditions even indoors. Additionally,
the cameras sometimes misclassifies gestures which appear clear to the human eye for
reasons related to the user’s immutable traits, namely hand size and posture. These issues
are evident in all HT usage but especially in areas where small mistakes can have dire
consequences, e.g., construction sites or hospitals, where all potential error factors must
be eliminated before the technology adoption should take place. The technology shows
promise for the the future though with results similar to Wang & Zhu [37] who tested the
feasibility toward automated HT signal recognition in the construction industry with high
gesture classification accuracy (93.3%).

Another concept that is explored with HT in this study is interaction fidelity [38] and
how HT could be utilized to design high-fidelity interaction. The interaction fidelity can
be analyzed with three metrics: biomechanical symmetry, which means how well the used
mechanics mirror the simulated real-world actions (e.g., hand motion exactness, haptic
feedback), input veracity, which refers to the accuracy with which the interaction is captured
by the input devices (e.g, latency, camera tracking radius), and control symmetry, which
describes the degree of exactness of the location where the interaction is taking place (e.g.,
a hand tracked with HT is near exactly in the same place in VR as in the physical world,
whereas a ray going out from the user’s hand/controller is not) [39]. The interaction fidelity
of virtual interactions, according to McMahan et al. [39], suffers from the uncanny valley
effect, meaning that medium-fidelity interaction mechanisms are worse in terms of usability
than the high (very realistic) and low (not realistic at all). This is why the HT mechanisms
should be as high fidelity as possible, which poses design challenges.

3. Hand-Tracking User Interfaces

The original idea behind researching hand-tracking (HT) in VR user interfaces emerged
from our attempts to ease the adoption process of VR as a tool, which was mainly to
see if HT could improve usability in VR environments compared to a controller-based
approach [3]. In this study, a choice was made to design, develop, and compare two HT
user interfaces to learn about the challenges and benefits of HT technology more. In
essence, the two interfaces, one-handed (1H) and two-handed (2H), aim to find out if there
are differences in usability between unimanual and bimanual action initiation and what
those potential differences are. Additionally, the effectiveness of the chosen gestures and
how they suit either interface is analyzed. Various side factors, e.g., whether HT can lessen
VR sickness or reduce physical strain, are also noted down. The potential VR sickness
lessening is based on the idea that gesture controls could better represent the self-induced
illusory motion, vection [40,41], inside VR, and thus reduce the sensory conflicts that stem
from it.

Common factors for both interfaces are that the non-pinch gestures need to be con-
tinuously recognized for the actions to stay active, while the pinch gestures, index-finger
and middle-finger pinch, can only activate once per pinch, and to redo a pinch action, the
gesture must first be uninitialized. The latter exists to prevent unwanted chain teleportation
or button activation. Additionally, the gestures cannot activate any movement actions
while the menu is active to prevent unwanted movement when trying to use the menu and
also to give users a chance to rest their arms.

In this test, we wanted to make sure the test users understand when a gesture is being
correctly recognized. To achieve this, we introduced a color scheme to highlight when a
hand is in one of the three possible states, as shown in Figure 1: (1) a known gesture is
being recognized and it activates a corresponding function currently (the hand becomes
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green), (2) a known gesture is being recognized, but the rotation of the hand is incorrect, or
the menu is currently active; thus, no functionality is activated (the hand becomes yellow),
or (3) no known gestures are recognized currently (the hand becomes white). The hands
only changed color in cases where a gesture was truly recognized and the actions only fired
when the conditions (such as menu being closed) were correct, so there was no possibility
for false positives or negatives, e.g., hand showing green and nothing happening or hand
showing yellow and some action occurring anyway.

Figure 1. Gesture recognition color scheme to help test users understand when gestures are being
recognised. Green colour indicates a recognised gesture which is currently activating a function.
Yellow means a gesture is recognised but the hand rotation is wrong or the menu is active, resulting
into no functionality. A white colour signifies that no gestures are recognised from the current
hand pose.

Regarding the design of gestures, we identified three primary types of gesture controls
based on their characteristics, as analyzed in a review by [42]: Temporal, Contextual, and
Instruction-based.

Temporal refers to the gestures being static [43] (hand stays still) or dynamic [44] (hand
moves from one gesture state to another). Static gestures are also known as hand postures or
poses. As per our previous study [3], we again opted for mainly static gestures (although
some of the gestures contain dynamic elements, such as aiming), as we believe that dynamic
gestures suffer too much from the potential tracking issues and they will cause unnecessary
physical strain for the user in addition to being difficult to perform for users with low hand
dexterity levels [42,45].

Contextual gestures are categorized into two types: communicative and manipulative, as
outlined in [46]. Communicative gestures are further subdivided into several classifications:

• Semaphoric [47,48]: These gestures form a unique language applicable specifically
within the context of an application and unrelated to any real-world languages.

• Pantomimic [46,49]: These gestures replicate real-world actions or concepts.
• Iconic [50,51]: These refer to existing concepts, such as depicting the shape, location,

or function of an object.
• Metaphoric [50]: These gestures represent abstract ideas or concepts.
• Symbolic [46,49]: Commonly recognized and understood gestures within a society, like

the “thumbs up” sign signifying positivity in many Western cultures.
• Modalizing symbolic/speech linked [46,49,52,53]: Used in conjunction with speech, like

simultaneously asking about someone’s spouse and gesturing widely to imply the
spouse’s obesity.

• Deictic [47,49,51]: Gestures used for pointing or indicating direction.
• Gesticulation [51,52,54]: Minor gestures that enhance or support certain types of speech.
• Adaptors [55]: Unconscious gestures used to release body tensions like head shaking, and
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• Butterworth’s [56] gestures: They indicate that the person has lost their train of thought
and is trying to recall a word (e.g., waving of a hand in place), although Butterworth’s
gestures have not been able to be replicated at the supposed frequency and might thus
be misrepresented [44,57].

Our application utilizes mainly semaphoric gestures with deictic aspects in them,
although it is difficult to avoid symbolism and iconism completely [42].

Manipulative gestures are employed to interact with and alter the (spatial) characteris-
tics of an object, such as modifying its location or orientation in space [47]. Manipulative
gestures play a significant role in this study particularly in tasks involving interaction with
menus or 3D models from Task 8 onwards, as detailed in Sections 4.2 and 5.1. It is important
to note that manipulative gestures can also have communicative functions in different
contexts, and the reverse is true as well. For instance, in our system, the thumbs-up gesture
in the two-handed user interface (2H UI) is semaphoric. Unlike its typical societal meaning
of positivity, within our application, it forms part of a unique language. Here, the thumbs
up, used alongside making a fist, is employed to regulate movement or manipulation speed,
making it both semaphoric and manipulative in nature [42].

Instruction-based gestures consist of prescribed and freeform gestures. Prescribed ges-
tures are part of a defined gesture language or library and cannot be altered by the user.
They are designed to initiate a specific action without ambiguity or room for interpretation.
On the other hand, freeform gestures are composed of a series of smaller movements com-
bined to form a more complex action that is subsequently recognized as a specific function.
Examples of these could include drawing a shape in the air, which then leads to the creation
of an object resembling the drawn shape. Alternatively, an object might be moved in space
by tracing a path with one’s finger. These gestures are not preset and rely on the user’s
discretion and creativity. In our system, however, all gestures are strictly prescribed to
ensure better comparability and consistency in their application and interpretation [42].

The reason for strict gesture choices, static (hand postures/poses) over dynamic,
semaphoric with deictic aspects, and strictly prescribed, is also related to the scope of the
study; it is just not feasible to test all gestures at once, so keeping the selection narrow
allows the study to focus on the selection properly. After deciding on the initial gesture
design, we conducted several pilot testing phases to ascertain that the gesture recognition
level and intuitiveness were appropriate and that the tasks could be completed without
major issues or software bugs. Based on the feedback received, the system was refined
multiple times.

In conclusion, the selection of gestures for our study was guided by the previously
mentioned key points and evaluated in light of the classifications within gesture theory.
This process was informed by our expertise in user interface design for VR and insights
gained from pilot testing. Furthermore, our review indicates that at present, there are no
established collections of universally accepted gestures specifically for VR-based 3D design
reviews or for gesture interaction in a broader context.

3.1. One-Handed User Interface

The one-handed user interface was developed with simplicity in the actions, action
efficiency, and hand-switching/resting possibilities in mind. The gesture actions require
only one hand to activate and stay active, leaving the other hand free to either rest or
activate another action. An example for multi-interaction is to move forward and turn at
the same time. Additionally, the movement actions, apart from turning, can be performed
at double speed if both hands form the same gesture. While the UI is rather simple to
use, its shortcomings include potentially more accidental action activation than in the
two-handed UI. This happens because it is enough to have one hand in a correct position
to trigger an action, and switching between actions without activating any others in the
process can be difficult without practicing.

The possible user actions, their gesture types, and their acronyms in the 1H UI are
explained in Table 1 while the gesture images can be seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. All gestures in the VR environment. The gestures are showcased in green, while the ray
used for menu and teleportation is red. The 1H UI can use them all individually or combined except
the thumb up, which is only for 2H. The 2H UI uses all gestures, but the non-pinch gestures are
always accompanied by a fist or thumb-up gesture with the other hand.

Table 1. Gestures, their functionality, and gesture type in the one-handed user interface (1H UI).

Gesture Functionality Acronym Type

Right/Left fingers forward facing flat
vertical hand

Forward movement while
recognized, direction controlled by
headset gaze. Both hands doubles

the speed.

FORW1 Unimanual (single hand), bimanual
symmetric (both hands)

Right/Left fingers upwards facing
flat vertical hand

Backward movement while
recognized, direction controlled by
headset gaze. Both hands doubles

the speed.

BACK1 Unimanual (single hand), bimanual
symmetric (both hands)

Right/Left horizontal flat hand with
palm facing upwards

Vertical up-movement while
recognized. Using both hands

doubles the speed.
UP1 Unimanual (single hand), bimanual

symmetric (both hands)

Right/Left horizontal flat hand with
palm facing downwards

Vertical down-movement while
recognized. Using both hands

doubles the speed.
DOWN1 Unimanual (single hand), bimanual

symmetric (both hands)

Right “pistol” gesture Turns left while recognized, only one
speed option. TURNL1 Unimanual

Left “pistol” gesture Turns right while recognized, only
one speed option. TURNR1 Unimanual

Right/Left “Rock-climbing” gesture
Brings up a visible forward-facing
ray to the activating hand which

follows hand movement.
RAY1 Unimanual
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Table 1. Cont.

Gesture Functionality Acronym Type

Left index-finger pinch
While aiming the left hand ray at

a valid teleport location (ray
turns green), teleports to it.

INDTELE1 Unimanual

Left middle-finger pinch
While aiming the left hand ray at

a valid teleport location (ray
turns green), teleports to it.

MIDTELE1 Unimanual

Left or right closed fist

If the right fist gesture is not
active, the left fist activates the
selection menu at the hand’s

location which follows the hand
while the fist is recognized. Right
fist disables the menu if the left

fist gesture is not active.

MENU1

Unimanual (fist alone) and
bimanual symmetric (one fist

needs to be open and the
other closed)

Right index-finger pinch

While aiming the right ray at the
selection menu (ray turns blue),

selects the currently
hovered button.

SELECT1 Unimanual

Upwards pointing
“pistol” gesture

Rotating a model on x or z axis
toward the negative direction (or
“counter-clockwise”) depending

on the activating hand, right
hand rotates on x axis and left on

z axis. Only one speed option.

UPTURNMOD1 Unimanual

Downwards pointing
“pistol” gesture

Rotating a model on x or z axis
toward the positive direction (or
“clockwise”) depending on the

activating hand, right hand
rotates on x axis and left on z axis.

Only one speed option.

DOWNTURNMOD1 Unimanual

3.2. Two-Handed User Interface

The two-handed user interface was designed mainly with reliability and sense of
control in mind. To achieve reliability, 2H gesture actions require coordination from both
hands simultaneously for the movement actions, which rarely happens by accident. The
actions are otherwise the same as in 1H, but the activating hand needs to be accompanied
by the other hand in a fist or thumb-up position for an action to trigger or keep triggering.
If the hand is in a fist, then the action is performed at normal speed (e.g., moving forward
at normal speed: one hand is in fingers forward facing vertical flat hand and the other
is in a fist), while in case of a thumb up, the action is executed at double speed (where
applicable). There is also a mechanical addition to 2H which 1H does not offer: turning
at double speed. The reason why 1H does not contain this feature is because pointing
the “pistol” gesture to the same direction with both hands (which is how doubling speed
works for other movement actions) is rather inconvenient and potentially even painful for
extended periods. The menu and ray interaction (teleports, button/object selection) are
otherwise the same except the menu is either enabled or disabled when both hands form a
fist, which emphasizes the need for two hands in controls, even though the menu can still
be interacted with just the right hand ray. This approach also potentially reduces accidental
menu activation or disabling.

The possible user actions and their acronyms in the 2H UI are explained in Table 2,
while the gesture images can be seen in Figure 2.
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Table 2. Gestures, their functionality, and gesture type in the two-handed user interface (2H UI).

Gestures Functionality Acronym Type

Right/Left fingers forward facing flat
vertical hand combined with fist or

thumb up on the other hand

Forward movement while recognized,
direction controlled by headset gaze.

Fist is normal speed, thumb up is
double speed.

FORW2 Bimanual asymmetric

Right/Left fingers upwards facing flat
vertical hand combined with fist or

thumb up on the other hand

Backward movement while
recognized, direction controlled by
headset gaze. Fist is normal speed,

thumb up is double speed.

BACK2 Bimanual asymmetric

Right/Left horizontal flat hand with
palm facing upwards combined with

fist or thumb up on the other hand

Vertical up-movement while
recognized. Fist is normal speed,

thumb up is double speed.
UP2 Bimanual asymmetric

Right/Left horizontal flat hand with
palm facing downwards combined

with fist or thumb up on the
other hand

Vertical down-movement while
recognized. Fist is normal speed,

thumb up is double speed.
DOWN2 Bimanual asymmetric

Right “pistol” gesture combined with
fist or thumb up on the other hand

Turns left while recognized. Fist is
normal speed, thumb up is

double speed.
TURNL2 Bimanual asymmetric

Left “pistol” gesture combined with
fist or thumb up on the other hand

Turns right while recognized. Fist is
normal speed, thumb up is

double speed.
TURNR2 Bimanual asymmetric

Right/Left “rock-climbing” gesture
Brings up a visible forward-facing ray
to the activating hand which follows

hand movement.
RAY2 Bimanual asymmetric

Left index-finger pinch
While aiming the left hand ray at a
valid teleport location (ray turns

green), teleports user to it.
INDTELE2 Unimanual

Left middle-finger pinch
While aiming the left hand ray at a
valid teleport location (ray turns

green), teleports user to it.
MIDTELE2 Unimanual

Left and right closed fist
simultaneously

If the menu is disabled, activates it and
if the menu is active, disables it. The

fists need to be reopened to trigger the
functionality again.

MENU2 Bimanual symmetric

Right index-finger pinch
While aiming the right ray at the

selection menu (ray turns blue), selects
the currently hovered button.

SELECT2 Unimanual

Upwards-pointing “pistol” gesture
combined with fist or thumb up on the

other hand

Rotating a model on x or z axis toward
the negative direction (or

“counter-clockwise”) depending on the
activating hand, right hand rotates on
x axis and left on z axis. Fist is normal

speed, thumb up is double speed.

UPTURNMOD2 Bimanual asymmetric

Downwards-pointing “pistol” gesture
combined with fist or thumb up on the

other hand

Rotating a model on x or z axis toward
the positive direction (or “clockwise”)

depending on the activating hand,
right hand rotates on x axis and left on
z axis. Fist is normal speed, thumb up

is double speed.

DOWNTURNMOD2 Bimanual asymmetric
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4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Methodology

In this study, a methodology similar to the Design Science Research Methodology for
Information Systems Research (DSRM) by Peffers et al. [58] was utilized. The methodology
is used for research which results in IT artefacts that are intended for solving identified
organizational problems. This methodology consists of the following phases [58–60]:
(1) Identify a problem, (2) Define objectives, (3) Design and develop, (4) Demonstrate the
artefact, (5) Evaluate performance, and (6) Communication.

In this paper, the research problem and the objectives for our artefact are identified and
defined in Section 1, while the pre-existing solutions are discussed in Section 2. Section 3
explains the design and development process of our artefact in addition to its complete
properties. The demonstration of our artefact was completed with a case study of 25 test
users in March–April 2022, the results of which are presented in Section 5 and discussed in
Section 6. The test users were recruited using convenience sampling and they were mostly
acquired among students and researchers at the University of Turku. This gives the test a
bias toward these types of users. The demonstration utilized the Meta Quest 2 VR headset,
and the hand-tracking was performed with the headset’s four inside-out facing cameras,
which mostly use visible light to approximate hand positions. Before the demonstration,
each test user was given a written description of the test in detail, explaining what is
required of them, what will be recorded and where it will be saved to (a secure cloud), and
also that they are allowed to stop the test at any point if they so choose. This consent form
was signed by each test participant so that informed consent could be ascertained.

For evaluating the demonstration performance, a self-designed testing questionnaire
was used and filled in three parts: before testing, after testing the first UI, and after testing
the second UI. The detailed testing phases and questionnaire categories can be seen in
Tables 3 and 4. Standardized questionnaires such as the NASA Task Load Index (NASA
TLX) [61], System Usability Scale (SUS) [62], and the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire
(SSQ) [63] were considered but not deemed suitable for this study. The reasons for the
NASA TLX were that there was no need to assess the specific load caused by the tasks but
rather the controls were designed for them, whereas SUS, while potentially applicable, looks
at system usability in a rather holistic manner, which is too broad a view for this study’s
aims. The reason to not include the SSQ was that it is not in the study’s scope to thoroughly
investigate what type of VR sickness occurred but rather to see if it occurred at all or not
and at what frequency. Additionally, the whole testing experience was recorded using
three high-resolution video cameras around the users with the help of spotlights for better
visibility. The idea behind the recording was to see the hand gestures precisely in order to
analyze them afterwards and compare them to the recordings made from within the VR
applications. The recording also contained sounds in case the users needed to ask clarifying
questions or would show any signs of fatigue, enjoyment, or discomfort. In addition to
these measures, the applications logged the test users’ gesture actions comprehensively.
The logs were saved as text files and later parsed into Excel sheets via a script. The logging
included the amount of activations and active durations of each gesture and action with the
activating hand, the amount and duration when tracking of the users’ hand(s) was lost for
any reason, and task performance-related metrics such as completion time. The activation
instances were additionally timestamped in order to be matched with the recordings later.
With these metrics, it was possible to precisely analyze the usage for each gesture which
could then be compared with the preference ratings from the questionnaire in order to
understand more about gesture design for VR.
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Table 3. Testing questionnaire categories, each category except background information is tailored
for each version.

Category Description

Background information Previous VR and HT experience, age group,
gender, handedness

Ease of use Comparing the ease of use of different HT activities and
potential hand preference to each activity

Ease of learning Comparing the ease of learning of different HT activities
and potential hand preference to each activity

Reliability of the functionality Comparing the reliability of different HT activities and
potential hand preference to each activity

Gestures Questions about gesture preference when ignoring the
actions they are connected to

Action speed and combining actions
Questions related to speed preference (normal or double)

and potential use or need for combining different
actions simultaneously

Physical and mental well-being Questions related to VR sickness and the strain
experienced in different body parts during testing

Table 4. Testing phases and durations.

Testing Phase Description Duration

Research introduction Explaining the goals and data usage and
asking written consent to the test 1–2 min

Filling background information part of
the questionnaire Demographics questions 1–2 min

Testing either one-handed or
two-handed UI Needs to complete all 13 tasks 20–30 min

The part of the questionnaire related to
the just tested version Answer all required questions 10–15 min

Testing the remaining UI Complete the same 13 tasks again with
altered controls 10–20 min

The remaining part of the questionnaire Answer all required questions 5–10 min

Feedback section Optional written and spoken feedback 0–1 min

Total - 46–78 min

4.2. Testing Scenario

The testing scene, see Figures 3 and 4, was developed with the Unity game engine
version 2020.3.6f1 [64] and the Oculus Integration software development kit v.38.0 [65].
The source code for the application is unavailable to the public for the time being. The
scene consisted of a rectangular area which had opaque walls and floor, while the ceiling
was left open, showing a default Unity skybox to create a sense of freedom for the users.
The hand-tracking algorithm on the Unity side works by checking the difference between
the user’s hand position and any of the prerecorded gestures on the database on a finger
bone-by-bone basis (bones are the animation rig bones created by the Oculus SDK). The dif-
ferences between individual bones in the currently formed hand pose are calculated one at
a time against the bones in the gestures saved in the database with a discard threshold of
0.09 (float). Exceeding the threshold for a finger bone in the database results in determining
the hand that is not forming the corresponding gesture. If all the gestures in the list have
been compared with and all have at least one bone exceeding the threshold, then the hand
is determined to be not forming any gestures. If a match is found, meaning that the distance
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of all current hand pose finger bones is less than the discard threshold from the gesture in
the database, then the total combined difference of all the bones is summed up and saved
as a new closest gesture. After all of the gestures in the database have been compared, the
matched gesture with the lowest sum difference in the finger bone position to the current
hand pose is determined to be the currently active gesture on the hand.

Figure 3. A top–down view of the testing scene, containing all relevant points of interest for the tasks
used in the test.

Figure 4. A sideways view of the testing scene, showcasing the timer and instruction systems for
the users.

Both HT UIs were used to test 13 tasks in the testing environment, and counterbalanc-
ing was applied for the sample so that half tested the 1H UI first and the rest tested the 2H
UI first. Each task contained written instructions in the test environment walls, as seen in
Figures 3 and 4, as well as an instruction video showcasing the required actions. Addition-
ally, on the walls were separate pictures of the gesture types which were the main focus in a
given task. The actions unlocked one by one for the users; e.g., it was not possible to move
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backwards (Task 2) until learning how to move forward first (Task 1). The instructions
were displayed either in Finnish or English based on the test user’s choice, although the
instruction videos and gesture imagery contained no text so they were identical for all test
users. The 13 tasks were divided into introduction (Task 0), learning how to move the user
(Tasks 1–7), menu control (Tasks 8 and 9), model controlling (Tasks 10 and 11), and finally a
“search and destroy” type of test to see how well the user remembers the movement controls
and can apply them (Task 12). The task specifics are detailed in Appendix A. The main
idea for the task design was to gradually increase the complexity of them by introducing
mechanics one by one and then later on tasks where those mechanics needed to be applied,
culminating into Task 12 where all mechanics were available.

Additionally, when designing the experiment, the difficulty and feasibility of the tasks
were evaluated using heuristics similar to the ones by Sutcliffe and Kaur (2000), which
propose the following usability-related questions for user tasks in virtual environments [66]
(pp. 419–420): (1) Form goal, (2) Locate active environment and objects, (3) Approach and
orient, (4) Specific action, (5) Manipulate object, (6) Recognize and assess feedback, and
(7) Specify next action.

4.3. Result Calculation Rules

This section presents the test user categories and result rule calculation mechanisms.
The test user categories and their acronyms based on the questionnaire answers can be seen
in Table 5. The idea was also to evaluate differences between right-handed and left-handed
users, but as there was only one left-handed user, the evaluation was not feasible.

Table 5. The test user categories.

Category Definition Acronym Users Completed Testing

Little or no VR experience NOVREXP 17 14

A lot of VR experience VREXP 8 7

Little or no hand-tracking experience in both VR and AR NOHTEXP 22 19

A lot of hand-tracking experience in either VR or AR or both HTEXP 3 2

Tested one-handed version first 1FIRST 13 10

Tested two-handed version first 2FIRST 12 11

Male users (Gender) MEN 13 12

Female users (Gender) WOMEN 12 9

Between 18 and 35 years of age YOUNG 21 19

Older than 35 years OLD 4 2

Tested in Finnish language FIN 8 7

Tested in English language ENG 17 14

Aborted testing ABORT 4 -

Completed testing COMP 21 21

Total ALL 25 21

The following rules were used to calculate preferences from the questionnaire:

For ease of use, ease of learning, and reliability, the users rated the gesture activities
out of these options on a Likert scale:

• 1 = Very difficult to use/learn/Very unreliable;
• 2 = Quite difficult to use/learn/Quite unreliable;
• 3 = Hard to say;
• 4 = Quite easy to use/learn/Quite reliable;
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• 5 = Very easy to use/learn/Very reliable.

These evaluations from the users were then averaged for the whole sample, which
completed the testing (COMP), and divided further into the test user categories. The users
who had to abort the testing (ABORT) were not included in any of the results except for the
VR sickness evaluation. The test user categories were compared with their corresponding
ones (e.g., users inexperienced with VR were compared with experienced VR users) in
addition to comparing each category to the combined mean. The potential deviations from
the expectations were noted and are discussed in their corresponding subsections.

In cases where there is a number in parentheses, e.g., (2.5), without additional ex-
planation, it refers to a mean value of the currently discussed value type and category,
e.g., ease of use for the test users with a lot of prior VR experience (VREXP). As per the
aforementioned ratings, the mean values range from 1 to 5.

The users’ hand preferences for actions were also evaluated with options right, left,
or no preference. The idea was to see if any actions were easier to use/learn or more
reliable with either hand. The evaluated activities were the ones which afford using
either hand, meaning only the user and model movement actions, not including menu
controls which are tied to a specific hand. For the hand preference questions, the turning
movements to either direction were combined into one activity, so TURNL/TURNR and
UPTURNMOD/DOWNTURNMOD, to simplify the choosing process and also because
there was no option to turn left with the left hand and vice versa. Additionally, ray action
preference by hand was queried.

The users’ gesture activations, the amount of activations and active durations for a
specific hand per all possible gestures and actions for it were logged by the application.
They were calculated using the following rules.

For both hands individually, the amount the hand activated a gesture and the duration
it kept a gesture active were calculated. There were six gestures in total: “flat hand” (with
no specification for the hand rotation), “pistol” (pointing to any direction), closed fist,
thumb up (for 2H only), index-finger pinch, and middle-finger pinch. Additionally, if the
gestures activated any actions, the amount of activations and active durations for those
were logged as well (see Section 3 for action definitions). The gesture/action activation
amounts are primarily utilized to see if there were a lot of difficulties in activating an action
or if some gestures/actions were accidentally activated often, whereas the active duration
shows the utilization preference with a higher reliability level. However, if only the exact
numbers from the logs would have been used to compare action or hand preferences, the
results would be skewed by the most and least efficient users. This is why an additional
relative value was calculated. The relative number compares all the potential actions for
the user during a given time/task and then calculates a percentage value for how popular
a certain action was for the user at the time. Using this calculation mechanism, one can
easily see what actions or gestures were preferred in any given task with just one variable.

The equation for the calculation of the relative activation amount (or the active dura-
tion) is as follows, where:

• Tn% = the relative activation amount for the action n;
• Tn = the absolute activation amount for the action n;
• Call = the combined absolute activation amount of all possible actions currently avail-

able, the amount of which changes based on the current task.

Tn% =
Tn

Call
(1)

This relative calculation method was used for gestures and actions, while a similar
method for the task duration estimation was used. The task duration method takes the
absolute time value of a task, e.g., 1 min 17 s, and divides that with the total time the version
took to test, e.g., 30 min, for every user individually. Using this method and averaging the
relative numbers of each user, one will arrive at a percentage value for each task which
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showcases how long it took (or how difficult it was) to complete in comparison to the
users’ average task clearing speed. Additionally, for some actions, there were two speed
options: normal and double speed, which were calculated jointly, e.g., 60% of the forward
movement happened with normal speed and the remaining 40% was double speed in a task
where only forward movement was allowed. In a task with also backwards movement, the
statistics could be similar to the following: 40% FORW normal speed, 20% BACK normal
speed, 25% FORW double speed, and 15% BACK double speed, which equal 100%.

4.4. Statistical Tests

T-tests (or Student’s t-tests) [67] were utilized for testing statistical significance in
our data. When comparing test user groups, such as males and females, independent
two-sample t-tests were utilized in the following way. First, a normal distribution of the
data was tested with a Shapiro–Wilk test [68] using a significance level of 0.05, and then an
assumption about equal variances was made using a Levene’s test [69] with the same signif-
icance level. Finally, the t-test was calculated using an alpha of 0.05 (95% significance level).

The same method was applied for variable comparisons in one version, such as right-
handed gesture usage versus left-handed gesture usage in the 1H UI, with the addition of
calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient [70] where applicable and deemed necessary.
For comparing variables between versions, e.g., the 1H UI completion time versus the 2H
UI completion time, a paired t-test was conducted instead.

In cases where the data were not normally distributed, the means, standard deviations,
and any potential qualitative data were utilized instead. The Accord.NET library [71] was
utilized for the statistical test functions.

4.5. Hypotheses

The main hypotheses that were explored are outlined below.

Hypothesis 1. The 1H UI will be completed faster than the 2H UI on average.

The first hypothesis is based on the possibility of combining actions in the 1H UI (e.g.,
being able to move and turn simultaneously). In particular, Tasks 11 and 12, which require
a lot of different actions, could be faster on average due to this.

Hypothesis 2. The 2H UI will be rated as more reliable to use and will have less accidental gesture
activation reports.

The second hypothesis is based on the notion that it is easier to control when actions
are initiated with the 2H UI.

Hypothesis 3. The test users with a lot of VR experience will on average complete the test faster
than less experienced users, and additionally, they will report less VR sickness. Similarly, the test
users with a lot of hand-tracking experience will be faster than less experienced test users even if
their VR experience is on par.

The third hypothesis relates to the assumption that more experience in a subject equals
better performance.

5. Results
5.1. Results Based on Task Performance
5.1.1. Task Completion Times

The detailed task descriptions and individual task-based results can be found in
Appendix A. The completion time for each task was logged for each user to see which tasks
were faster or slower than others and how much the version or test user traits impacted
on the time. The results, shown in Table 6, show that the 1H UI was somewhat faster
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than the 2H UI overall, and most of the difference was made in the last three tasks, 10–12,
whereas the 2H UI was faster in Tasks 0, 3, 4, 7, 8, and 9. Moreover, the starting Task 1 was
completed in around half the time in the 1H UI compared to the 2H UI, indicating that
starting the testing was a lot more difficult in the 2H UI, and thus, it was more difficult to
learn. The Task 1 result is partially to be expected, as the control scheme for the 1H UI was
designed to be easier to initiate, although the completion speed should have ideally picked
up by the time the later tasks were started as the users became accustomed to the controls.

Table 6. Completion times per task for the users who completed testing. The s-% means the relative
value of standard deviation (s) divided by the mean for a given task. % refers to a task’s relative
completion time compared to the total test completion time on a tester by tester basis. The highest
values are highlighted in red, while the lowest values are highlighted in blue.

One-Handed UI

Task µ Mdn Min Max s s-% %

Task 0 2 min 14.4 s 1 min 29.4 s 29.0 s 8 min 59.4 s 2 min 2.2 s 91% 9%

Task 1 23.4 s 16.2 s 7.1 s 1 min 16.3 s 18.3 s 78% 2%

Task 2 1 min 5.8 s 34.2 s 2.4 s 5 min 38.6 s 1 min 27.3 s 133% 5%

Task 3 28.6 s 17.4 s 6.5 s 2 min 18.8 s 30.7 s 107% 2%

Task 4 13.3 s 8.1 s 3.6 s 1 min 2.6 s 14.5 s 109% 1%

Task 5 29.8 s 23.8 s 15.3 s 1 min 40.0 s 18.1 s 61% 2%

Task 6 1 min 0.3 s 57.3 s 12.9 s 1 min 52.8 s 31.9 s 53% 5%

Task 7 1 min 16.0 s 1 min 2.4 s 14.1 s 3 min 1.2 s 53.8 s 71% 6%

Task 8 1 min 51.6 s 1 min 9.0 s 33.2 s 8 min 34.8 s 1 min 55.2 s 103% 7%

Task 9 2 min 29.6 s 1 min 12.5 s 20.1 s 8 min 6.5 s 2 min 32.0 s 102% 9%

Task 10 4 min 51.7 s 3 min 31.4 s 1 min 3.6 s 16 min 37.5 s 3 min 40.7 s 87% 20%

Task 11 5 min 34.8 s 3 min 23.5 s 30.0 s 20 min 28.2 s 5 min 37.9 s 101% 19%

Task 12 3 min 24.3 s 2 min 33.7 s 55.6 s 9 min 12.5 s 2 min 16.9 s 67% 14%

Total 25 min 23.7 s 20 min 28.7 s 6 min 51.3 s 1 h 1 min 52.0 s 14 min 49.1 s 58% 100%

Two-Handed UI

Task µ Mdn Min Max s s-% %

Task 0 2 min 9.0 s 1 min 36.6 s 33.4 s 4 min 53.0 s 1 min 13.4 s 57% 8%

Task 1 58.1 s 40.1 s 12.7 s 2 min 6.5 s 36.7 s 63% 3%

Task 2 1 min 26.0 s 36.8 s 10.3 s 6 min 55.1 s 1 min 59.7 s 139% 4%

Task 3 28.5 s 20.8 s 5.4 s 1 min 12.4 s 20.0 s 70% 2%

Task 4 12.8 s 10.7 s 5.9 s 30.2 s 6.7 s 52% 1%

Task 5 28.1 s 25.5 s 12.4 s 58.2 s 12.4 s 44% 2%

Task 6 1 min 35.9 s 1 min 0.3 s 14.4 s 5 min 8.5 s 1 min 24.0 s 88% 5%

Task 7 1 min 7.7 s 1 min 3.2 s 11.9 s 2 min 59.7 s 46.8 s 69% 4%

Task 8 1 min 9.7 s 1 min 8.2 s 17.3 s 2 min 38.1 s 35.7 s 51% 4%

Task 9 2 min 5.2 s 1 min 22.0 s 24.9 s 9 min 52.9 s 2 min 11.4 s 105% 7%

Task 10 7 min 40.3 s 4 min 7.3 s 1 min 21.5 s 20 min 10.2 s 6 min 23.9 s 83% 22%

Task 11 7 min 36.6 s 3 min 41.8 s 36.2 s 24 min 49.2 s 7 min 18.6 s 96% 20%

Task 12 5 min 35.0 s 3 min 56.6 s 56.7 s 18 min 23.0 s 4 min 30.4 s 81% 18%

Total 32 min 33.1 s 29 min 51.0 s 8 min 30.6 s 1 h 5 min 9.3 s 19 min 53.4 s 61% 100%
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Tasks 10 and 11 took the most time on average in both versions which was expected,
as the later tasks were more complicated than the early ones, even though the users had
more experience by the time they reached the later ones. However, it is clear that Task 12
was somewhat easier than 10 and 11 for both versions, despite similar difficulty design,
indicating that model moving had challenges. The quickest task was clearly Task 4 for both
versions; thus, it was likely the easiest, whereas Task 0 and Task 2 took considerably more
time than optimal. Task 0 was understandably slow, as it was the first touch to the virtual
environment, and there were a lot of instructions to read which took a varying amount
of time to understand for different test users. Additionally, some users had to spend a
lot of time fitting their glasses into the headset. Conversely, Task 2 should not have been
difficult, but as noted in Appendix A.2, there were major learning difficulties for many
users. Furthermore, the relative standard deviation was clearly highest in Task 2 in both
versions (>130%), showcasing further that some users understood the task and completed
it quickly, whereas some did not understand it at all and potentially were lucky to make it
through eventually.

In the 1H UI, the fastest test user (6 min 51 s) had already completed the whole test
when another user was still reading instructions in Task 0 (8 min 59 s), which showcases the
extreme variance between users. Although this is an extreme example due to a single very
slow user and a very fast user, the overall maximum and minimum time comparisons for
tasks show a great difference in both versions. However, this result needs to be inspected
through the lens of testing order, as there was a major difference in the completion speed
based on whether a version was tested first or second. The result for the 1H UI was 29 min
and 8 s when tested as first, and it was 20 min and 46 s when tested as second, whereas for
the 2H UI, it was 46 min and 6 s when tested as first and only 17 min and 39 s when tested
as second. The result was spread out considerably more for the 2H UI, indicating that it
was a lot more difficult to learn as a first experience, but as the second, it was faster than
the 1H UI, suggesting that with sufficient experience, it could become more efficient to use.

Overall, Hypothesis 1 (see Section 4.5) can be considered proven, as the 1H UI was
clearly faster on average, and specifically so in Tasks 10, 11 and 12, although this was
not related to the action combining possibility, which was hardly utilized. Addition-
ally, the VREXP users were considerably faster (1H = 21 min 34 s, 2H = 18 min 18 s)
than NOVREXP users (1H = 24 min 56 s, 2H = 37 min 52 s), and the HTEXP users were
faster (1H = 24 min 1 s, 2H = 13 min 30 s) than the NOHTEXP users (1H = 26 min 11 s,
2H = 34 min 33 s). Thus, the second part of Hypothesis 3 can be supported, resulting in it
being supported completely.

The statistical analysis with t-tests described in Section 4.4 based on VR experience,
HT experience, and testing order in relation to completion time showed that there was
a statistically significant difference between the completion time and testing order for
the 1H UI (p = 0.016) as well as the 2H UI (p = 0.0002). For VR experience, there was no
statistical significance in the 1H UI (p = 0.72), while the 2H UI data were not normally
distributed enough (Shapiro–Wilk p <0.05). For the HT experience, there were not enough
HT experienced test users to assess data normality (<4); thus, the t-test could not be
conducted. Thus, it can be said that the difference in testing order resulted in larger and
statistically more significant differences than previous VR or HT experience, which was
partly also due to the low number of test users with a high amount of VR or HT experience.
Additionally, the tester age seemed to be a factor as well, but there were not enough OLD
users to test for statistical significance. To conclude, we can rule that the testing order was
the greatest influence over completion time based on the measured variables and that it
was the right decision to counterbalance it by dividing the test users in half for it.

5.1.2. Combined Task Results

This section assesses all tasks (detailed in Appendix A) jointly for the measurable
performance aspects. The relative movement actions statistics, see Table 7, reveal that
the forward movement was overall the most utilized action, and it was mostly used with
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normal speed. The result was to be expected, as the forward movement is a familiar action
from the real world and it was the first action the users learned. The backwards movement,
however, was utilized only a little despite it being taught early on with just less than
10% overall utilization in both versions. This could be due to moving backwards being
rare in the real world. For the vertical movement options, downwards movement was
slightly preferred in both versions, but the extent was considerably more noticeable in the
1H UI. A large reason for this was related to the accidental teleportation, which caused
many test users to end up high up in the air, thus requiring a descent. Additionally, there
was no discernible usage of action combining in the 1H UI, and normal speed usage was
favored overall.

Table 7. Relative action usage over the whole test duration (task independent), calculated with the
relative calculation mechanism described in Section 4.3. The highest value(s) for each version in both
action speeds is highlighted in red, while the lowest value(s) is highlighted in blue.

Relative Activations Relative Active Time
Normal Speed Double Speed Normal Speed Double Speed

Action 1H 2H 1H 2H 1H 2H 1H 2H

FORW 40% 35% 11% 21% 32% 40% 12% 14%

BACK 7% 5% 2% 3% 6% 6% 2% 2%

UP 7% 6% 2% 3% 7% 8% 3% 3%

DOWN 16% 8% 4% 5% 12% 9% 7% 3%

TURNRL 10% 8% - 5% 18% 12% - 4%

Out of the gestures, see Table 8, the “rock-climbing” gesture emerged as the most
popular overall, while “pistol” was utilized the least. The high rate of utilization of the
closed-fist gesture in the 1H UI indicates some issues with the menu and/or gesture
recognition in general, as the fist was strictly necessary only in Tasks 0, 8, 9, and 10 of which
0 and 8 were quite short and 10 barely required it. For pinch gestures, the index-finger
pinch was utilized in around 75% of the activations, which clearly confirms that it was the
preferred gesture, and even though the menu interaction required the index-finger pinch,
the teleportation results closely reflect this sentiment with double the amount of INDTELEs
than MIDTELEs in both versions. Furthermore, MIDTELE peaked at its introduction in
Task 6.

Table 8. Relative gesture usage over the whole test duration (task independent), calculated with the
relative calculation mechanism described in Section 4.3. The highest value(s) for each version in both
gesture categories is highlighted in red, while the lowest value(s) is highlighted in blue.

Relative Activations Relative Active Time
Non-Pinch Gestures 1H 2H 1H 2H

Closed-fist gesture 21% 25% 25% 34%

“Flathand” gesture 24% 15% 28% 22%

“Rock-climbing” gesture 43% 31% 36% 25%

“Pistol” gesture 11% 6% 12% 9%

Thumb-up gesture - 23% - 9%

Pinch gestures 1H 2H

Index-finger pinch 76% 78%

Middle-finger pinch 24% 22%

The overall hand preference ratios, according to both the questionnaire and the perfor-
mance, indicate that the 1H UI was strongly preferred with the right hand, while the 2H UI
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had a more even preference between hand usage, although many gestures were preferred
with the left hand. It is difficult to determine for sure, as all but one of the test users were
right-handed, but the result indicates that single gesture controls are potentially preferred
with the dominant hand whereas joint controls can be more varied. Additionally, there was
no proof that the dominant hand would activate more gestures than the recessive one.

In relation to menu usage, there were no major differences between versions for button
selection. For ray activation, the right hand was preferred in the 1H UI, while the 2H UI
was more varied, as prior results indicated. The menu was activated 53.9 times for 6 min
and 29 s in the 1H UI and 49.6 times for 7 min and 33 s in the 2H UI. This could mean that
the 1H UI had more issues with accidental menu activation, as there were more activations
in relation to the active time, which indicates more quick open and close actions.

When it comes to the model controlling, the y axis turning was favored out of the
possible actions in both versions with no major hand preference. When turning the model
on the x or z axis, the UPTURNMOD action was utilized around four to five times more
than DOWNTURNMOD, which indicates that pointing the “pistol” gesture upwards is
more convenient for the users than pointing it downwards. Similar to user movement,
the model was mostly moved forward at normal speed, and there was little vertical or
backwards movement.

There was a lot of variance between different user categories, although no clear
correlations apart from the testing order results, which show that testing a version as
second was a lot easier to use and learn, more reliable and also quicker. In general, the
OLD users had more issues than the YOUNG users, but their sample size was very small
(two completed users). Additionally, the 2H UI was preferred by most users only in
the category which tested it as second, further confirming that the testing order had a
huge impact. The reason is likely due to learning the required tasks and the general
adjusting period of VR and HT when testing the first version; thus, during the second
version, the previous experience impacts more than the difference between the control
schemes. The testing order was especially visible with the completion times in the 2H UI
(see Section 5.1.1), which indicates that the 2H UI could become more usable with more
experience using the system.

5.2. Questionnaire Results
5.2.1. Ease of Use

This category contained questions related to ease of use of the gesture actions, which
were previously specified in Tables 1 and 2. These results only contain COMP users. Overall,
the 1H UI was virtually as easy to use (3.9) as the 2H UI (3.8). The results also showcase
that both UIs were quite easy to use on average, meaning that the design was probably
somewhat successful. When considering the individual gesture actions, the easiest action
turned out to be FORW1 (4.5) and UP2/DOWN2 (4.4), whereas the most difficult actions
were MENU1 (3.1) and DOWNTURNMOD2 (3.4). Moreover, moving forward was rated
considerably easier (1H = 4.5, 2H = 4.1) in both versions than moving backwards (1H = 4.1,
2H = 3.7), which indicates that backwards movement was perhaps difficult to use despite
being functionally similar to forward movement, which was considered among the easiest
actions. This can be due to many users failing to adequately learn the function in Task 2.

When looking at the different test user categories, a major influence on the results was
the testing order: the version tested first was rated significantly more difficult (1H = 3.6,
2H = 3.5) to use than the version tested second (1H = 4.1, 2H = 4.1). This rather strongly
indicates that the testing order made a large difference to the perceived ease of use, which
was maybe even larger than the mechanical differences between versions. Additionally,
OLD users rated the 1H version as considerably more difficult (3.3) than the YOUNG users
(3.9), indicating that older age correlates with higher control need for actions.
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5.2.2. Ease of Learning

The ease of learning (for COMP users) in general was rated 4.0 in the 1H UI and
3.7 in the 2H UI, showing a slight edge for the 1H UI. The easiest to learn actions were
FORW1 (4.6) and DOWN2 (4.2), while the most difficult actions were UPTURNMOD1 and
DOWNTURNMOD1 (3.2) in addition to DOWNTURNMOD2 (2.9). As the highest and
lowest ratings were higher in the 1H UI than in the 2H UI; this indicates higher learnability
in the 1H UI.

In the 1H version, the NOVREXP users learned more easily than VREXP users, while
in the 2H UI, the result was the opposite, which indicates that the 1H UI was more intuitive
as even inexperienced users could learn it quickly. The testing order had a similar impact
on the ease of learning than on the ease of use, meaning the versions tested first performed
a lot better. The test age had an impact as well, as the YOUNG users rated learning much
easier than the OLD users in both versions.

5.2.3. Reliability

Overall, the reliability was rated equally at 3.8 in both versions, which disproves
the first part of Hypothesis 2. Additionally, the users’ own movement actions were rated
as more reliable than menu and ray usage, which was observed as a lot of involuntary
menu activation. The most reliable activities were FORW1 (4.5) and DOWN2 (4.3), while
the least reliable were MENU1 (2.7) and MENU2 (3.0), further highlighting the difference
in reliability between movement actions and menu controlling. The teleportation types
showed no differences in reliability ratings, which is in contrary to observations which
indicate that MIDTELE was less reliable. Moreover, higher levels of prior VR experience
correlated with higher ratings of perceived reliability in most activities for both versions,
and older tester age correlated with lower ratings.

Similarly to ease of use and learning, the testing order impacted reliability as well,
meaning the version tested first was perceived as a lot more reliable than that tested second.
Thus, the conclusion that the testing order greatly determined the perceived experience can
be validated.

5.2.4. Gesture Preference

The test users were asked to name three of the most and least pleasant gestures
(disconnected from their functionality) in no specific order. The results, showcased in
Table 9, show that the “flathand” with fingers facing forward gesture was clearly picked as
the most pleasant gesture on its own and also when joined with a closed fist or a thumb
up. The clearly least pleasant single gesture was the “rock-climbing”, which was likely
due to its observed accidental activation. The closed fist and both fists closed gestures
had the most variance among the gesture types, which indicates that perhaps the fist was
convenient for some of the users, which was maybe due to reasons such as hand size or
default posture, while a similarly large number of users had major difficulties with it.

Furthermore, the “pistol” gestures were rated as rather unpleasant as both single
and joint gestures, although pointing up or down was considerably more unpleasant than
pointing left or right. Additionally, the middle-finger pinch was rated less preferred than
the index-finger pinch overall, confirming the observations about users having difficulties
activating it.

Testers rated the tendency of accidental gesture recognition with a 1-unit interval Likert
scale from 0 (gestures never activated accidentally) to 10 (gestures constantly activated
accidentally) as 6.3 (1H) and 5.9 (2H), which indicates that the more reliability-focused
2H UI was able to give out a small perception of increased control. Thus, although there
were no clear reliability differences as noted in Section 5.2.3, the accidental recognition
result suggests that Hypothesis 2 might be somewhat accurate at least. Among the test user
categories, there was a large disparity between the experienced HT users who rated lower
(1H = 5.0, 2H = 4.0) compared to the non-experienced (1H = 6.4, 2H = 6.1). Additionally, the
OLD users experienced a lot more accidental gesture activation (1H = 9.0, 2H = 7.0) than
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the YOUNG users (1H = 6.0, 2H = 5.7). Positioning one’s hands in parallel to one’s legs
near the hips was a common recommendation by the users to prevent gestures from being
registered. When asked to rate the hand preference for each gesture, the right hand was
overall preferred in both versions over the left hand, although this was a lot more so in
the 1H UI, and there was considerably more indifference about the hand preference in the
1H UI than in the 2H UI. This indicates that the gestures in the 2H UI should perhaps be
designed to be used with a specific hand combination.

Table 9. The relative values of the three most and least pleasant single (in 1H UI) and joint (in 2H UI)
gestures when separating the gestures from their functionality. The 100% result means that everyone
chose this gesture as one of the three most or least pleasant gestures, while 0% means that no one did
so. The highest value(s) in each category is highlighted in red and the lowest value(s) is highlighted
in blue. Abbreviations: MP = most pleasant, LP = least pleasant.

Gesture MP Single LP Single MP Joint LP Joint

“Flathand”, fingers forward 71% 0% 76% 14%

“Flathand”, fingers upwards 19% 0% 33% 14%

Closed fist (single) / Both fists (joint) 33% 38% 38% 48%

“Flathand”, palm upwards 57% 5% 57% 10%

“Flathand”, palm downwards 57% 14% 52% 5%

“Rock-climbing” 0% 43% - -

“Pistol”, pointing left 14% 33% 19% 38%

“Pistol”, pointing right 14% 38% 10% 43%

“Pistol”, pointing up 5% 38% 10% 62%

“Pistol”, pointing down 5% 38% 5% 67%

Index-finger pinch 19% 19% - -

Middle-finger pinch 5% 33% - -

5.2.5. Action Speed and Combining Actions

The movement actions were able to be executed with either normal or double speed.
The normal speed was greatly preferred in model controlling actions for both versions,
while double speed was preferred for the user movement actions except for the turning.
This result reflects that controlling the model was more difficult than controlling oneself, as
the model was moved at lower speed to lessen the impact of mistakes. Additionally, the
double speed turning option was not deemed necessary.

Many users did not realize that combining actions was possible (29%), and the ones
who did, for the most part (57%), barely utilized the feature. Only a few test users (14%)
combined actions sometimes, and none claimed to have combined them often. Moreover,
the possibility was not deemed necessary in the 2H UI either when polled. These results
indicate that the possibility to combine actions is such an advanced feature that it will
need a proper adjustment period to the system before its usability can be determined.
Additionally, they mirror the task-based results showcased in Section 5.1.

5.2.6. Strain and VR Sickness

This section reviews the experienced strain and artificial movement-induced VR sick-
ness statistics from the questionnaire among all test users, also including the ones who had
to abort testing. These questions were posed because there is a need to understand how
much strain gesture user interfaces like this might cause in the long run and whether they
could alleviate VR sickness due to hand gestures being better connected to the movement
functionality and being able to provide physical cues for the body. This potentially lessens
disorientation occurring due to visually induced experiences of self-motion, vection [40],
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which is caused by artificial movement in VR. This is further tested with changing direction
with the normal and double speed options, as this can further increase the sickness occur-
rences [41]. Avoiding VR sickness is most important in any setting but especially when
adopting VR technology for industrial use, as potential changes to existing processes will
be costly and require a long adjusting period. Thus, it is important that the first experience
is not a very negative one at least, which requires not experiencing strong VR sickness. In
summary, while strain during use is important, it is not something that is immediately
evident, unlike VR sickness usually is, so for that reason, sickness mitigation should take
precedence in the UI design.

The participants were asked to rate their experienced VR sickness levels for each UI
and separately for each movement mechanic within it. The results showed rather mild
levels of VR sickness overall (1H UI = 2.0 and 2H UI = 1.7), as seen in Figure 5, but four test
users needed to abort the testing due to feeling too nauseous. Three of the users aborted
in the 1H UI (and had not tested the 2H UI prior), while one user aborted in the 2H UI
(without testing the 1H UI first). Three out of the four users decided to stop on their
own, while one of them was forced to stop due to vomiting suddenly. The highest level
of sickness rated by those who experienced any was experienced during the teleporting
and turning in both UIs, although the 2H UI was rated to have caused slightly stronger
sickness by the ones who experienced any, whereas overall, it was less sickness inducing.
Additionally, as per Hypothesis 3, the NOVREXP users rated considerably higher VR
sickness than the VREXP users, proving the first part of the hypothesis. The same did not
apply for HTEXP and NOHTEXPT users though, as the result was inconsistent between
versions. Furthermore, the users who experienced any amount of sickness were asked
about the impact of movement speed on the VR sickness with the majority (1H = 57%, 2H
= 78%) saying that faster movement increased the sickness levels, which has some backing
in the literature [72]. Interestingly, there were some users who felt that faster speed actually
lowered their sickness levels (1H = 18%, 2H = 22%).

Figure 5. The VR sickness ratings from the questionnaire for all 25 test users (also the ones who
aborted unlike in other statistics).

The strain experienced in different body parts (hands, fingers, wrists, shoulders, arms,
and neck) was rated low (1.5/5 in both versions, which is between no strain (1) and light
strain (2)) and not focused on a specific body part. When asked about strain in any other
body parts, many wrote that their forehead had hurt because of the headset or that their
face became uncomfortably sweaty. Clearly, the headset comfort issues are still present
when utilizing VR, which might be a further deterrent for frequent usage. All in all, the VR
sickness seemed to occur on a user-by-user basis, and it was difficult to determine whether
either of the control schemes had an impact on it. Likewise, the experienced strain was low
and there were no clear signs or feedback to suggest that either version was more or less
strenuous than the other.
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5.2.7. Version Preference

The results, showcased in Table 10, show that clearly the 1H UI was preferred in almost
all user categories, while the 2H UI was only preferred when tested as second, showcasing
the impact of the testing order. Overall, the preference ratio was 67% 1H UI and 33% 2H UI,
which at least based on user preference confirms that the 1H UI, and thus the unimanual
gesture type, was more enjoyable to utilize.

Table 10. Preferred version per tester category, highest occurrence is highlighted in red per category.
Also shows the distribution of those who could not rate due to having to abort the testing.

Tester Category One-Handed Version Two-Handed Version Testing Aborted (N/A)

NOVREXP 9 5 3

VREXP 5 2 1

NOHTEXP 12 7 3

HTEXP 2 - 1

1FIRST 4 6 3

2FIRST 10 1 1

MEN 9 3 1

WOMEN 5 3 3

YOUNG 13 6 2

OLD 1 1 2

FIN 6 1 1

EN 8 6 3

ALL 14 7 4

6. Discussion

The study indicates that gesture-based user interfaces in VR will likely require an
adjusting period from the users before they become usable; thus, it is difficult to determine
reliable usability levels by only utilizing inexperienced users. We suggest that a test should
start with a neutral environment where the users become acquainted with being in VR and
seeing their hands form gestures before giving the gestures functionality. This approach
would further reduce the impact of the testing order when comparing multiple similar
versions of a mechanic, which our test showed having a significant impact on learnability
and thus preference. Furthermore, we found an indication about potential better usability
or at least preference of unimanual gestures unlike, e.g., research by [25], which was
inconclusive on the matter.

In terms of VR sickness, our hypothesis was that more realistic functionality, in our
case utilizing one’s hands to form gestures which better represent the VR movement
functionality, would reduce the sensory conflicts between experienced (physical) and
visually induced motion. As there were four users who experienced strong levels of VR
sickness, one even vomiting, it can be said that gesture–interface use alone unlikely removes
VR sickness completely. However, further testing is required to determine whether it can
be reduced using this method. Our mechanic can also fall prey to the uncanny valley
effect of virtual interactions, medium-level interaction fidelity [39], as while the hand-
tracking system mirrors the users’ hand movements rather precisely apart from slight
latency, tracking occlusion and range issues, it still does not match real life motion perfectly.
To become closer to high-fidelity interaction and out of the valley, the gestures could be
designed to be dynamic, further reinforcing the users’ senses about the correlation between
visual and experienced motion. However, this approach is difficult to implement, as
the tracking range of the cameras is limited, and moving the hands a lot during gesture
formulation will incur tracking errors. Furthermore, constant hand movement is taxing
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physically for the user, which will hamper the user experience in other ways even if it would
succeed in reducing VR sickness. Additionally, most users felt that slower movement speed
reduces VR sickness (as prior researched [72]), although as the result was not unanimous,
it would be interesting to test the speed’s impact with more options than just two.

In relation to the mechanics we used, the reason for using ray-based interaction
with the menu instead of physics-based was partially due to a previous experiment’s
requirements [3] on which the system was built in addition to technical issues with hand-
tracking creating colliders in the Oculus SDK [65], which initially made it less functional.
For further studies, testing with a physics-based menu and buttons might make the system
more intuitive, as physical button-pressing, even without haptic feedback, has considerably
higher biomechanical symmetry [39] than the ray-based pinching.

Additionally, the tasks were not completed as efficiently as anticipated, as we observed
some technical issues which mostly stemmed from users not following the instructions,
such as Task 1 allowing users to move past the target without reaching it if they turned
themselves completely away from the target area (and ignored the instructions) and Task 2
not enforcing the use of backwards movement, which is why some users who did not
read or understand the instructions or instruction video were able to complete the task
without moving backwards at all. We also noticed clear preference toward physical turning
in comparison to artificial turning, as in Task 5, users often turned their head at the same
time when turning with the “pistol” gestures, and in Task 12, most users opted to not
use the artificial rotation option at all. This leads us to ponder whether artificial self-
orienting mechanics are necessary at all in VR applications, as they clearly are not natural
when comparing how we orient ourselves in the real world. Then again, the play area
limitations and attached cable management for the VR headsets are often justified reasons
to design this option into the software. Perhaps in the future, all VR headsets will become
wireless similar to the Meta Quest 2, and artificial turning can become an optional design
niche for those with physical disabilities involving rotational self-movement and/or other
physical movement.

We also received further confirmation about the lesser usability of middle-finger pinch
when compared to index-finger pinch, as in Task 6, almost all users initially teleported with
the index-finger pinch and only after re-reading the instructions realized the possibility
of using the middle-finger pinch as well. The index-finger pinching worked quite well
overall, while attempting to middle-finger pinch was registered as the index-finger pinch a
few times for most users. The index-finger pinch was dominantly utilized in teleportation
in later tasks as well. Additionally, in many parts of the testing, there was accidental
teleportation. This caused many users to teleport away from their objectives, especially
high up in the testing scene, thus prompting the need for using the downwards movement
actions. There were also some users who moved in the space quite a lot, sometimes moving
parts of their hands outside of the view of the recording cameras (and were told to reverse).

For other design improvements, the instructions for how to enable and disable the
menu in Task 8 disappeared a bit too quickly in case the task was completed almost instantly,
and some test users did not learn how to close or open the menu properly due to this, as
they initially did it accidentally. Task 9 worked quite well for some users, but many had
issues with the menu popping up or closing due to accidental fist closing or a hand being
registered as a fist when index-finger pinching. In general, the menu popped up too easily
unintentionally, especially in the one-handed UI, despite this test attempting to eliminate
this behavior, which was very apparent in our previous test [3]. However, it is safe to
say that switching the forward movement from thumb up to “flathand” did reduce the
unwanted behavior considerably.

There were also issues with Task 10, as many users did not realize where the model
that they spawned into the scene was (or even what it looked like). This was likely due to
not enough cues provided in Task 8 when the model was spawned and poor instruction
reading. After finding the model, it was difficult to rotate it correctly, as the info text that
told about the remaining rotation amount was often obscured by the model or was too
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far away to be read or noticed by the user. Furthermore, in Task 11, the model was often
rotated using one hand only, meaning if the users over-rotated it, then instead of switching
the hand (which would change the direction), they preferred to rotate the model another
360 degrees to obtain the correct rotation. This behavior indicates uncertainty with the
users’ ability to re-initiate the gesture. In the future, it would be interesting to see how this
behavior would or would not be replicated in a longer study. It could also be wise to enable
advanced features, such as omnidirectional rotation for the models, only after the user has
become sufficiently capable of using the basic features.

Overall, the 2H UI was clearly more reliable than the 1H UI as intended, showing
less involuntary action activation, which leads us to believe that bimanual coordination
could be a better option for tasks which do not require quick action sequences but rather
precision, such as medical operations or operating potentially dangerous machinery with
gesture controls. Then again, unimanual coordination could suit often repeated simple
actions better, such as artificial movement. Thus, we believe that the bimanual approach
suits complex tasks, while unimanual is the better fit for simple tasks.

When utilizing less well-known gesture controls, their naming conventions can become
difficult for the test users to understand, e.g., “fingers forward facing vertical flat hand”,
and that is why written instructions should always come with visual representations of the
gestures (as in our test). The written instructions have other disadvantages as well, as with
the English version, some test users had difficulties understanding certain basic words,
such as “collide”, which prompted them to ask the testing supervisor. The language barriers
can be assumed to have slowed down the progress of some users as they either took longer
to read the instructions or misunderstood them. Some users also read the instructions out
loud (to aid their understanding most likely). Reading and understanding instructions
was at a very low level overall; many users did not read/understand them properly and
attempted incorrect actions constantly until prompted to re-read the instructions when
they became frustrated. This leads us to believe that directions should be in even more
visual form than now when introducing users to gesture UIs. Perhaps rather than only an
instruction video, the application could provide a 3D representation of the gesture actions
near the user for easy comparisons with their own hands and refrain from attempting to
describe the gestures in plain text or spoken words.

However, the issues during the test were not the only part that reduced the reliability
of our results, as the questionnaire part also suffered from poor instruction-reading and
language barriers. Additionally, some users clearly had some cultural or personal reasons
for not wanting to ask when they did not understand something. This was shown in
a prominent way when some users were asked which version they thought they had
chosen as preferred in the final question and to describe its mechanics. We found at least
three users who ended up reversing their choice, but without the question prompt, the
version preference would have been selected incorrectly; thus, the result must have been
affected by this as well. While this is a large issue as the final choice culminates the entire
questionnaire, the other data, in many cases, can be used to see if the choice makes sense.

Finally, a major VR usability-related observation was that as there were many test users
with glasses, some had major difficulties fitting them inside the Meta Quest 2 headset, which
showcases that the technology is not completely accessible just yet. This further requires
the VR designers to consider what type of content they can include in the applications, as
small details could be invisible to some users with certain VR hardware.

Our suggestions for the future of gesture UI research include testing similar interfaces
with more varied and larger samples, especially samples with a close to equal number
of right- and left-handed participants, so that the impact of hand dominance on gesture
preference can be understood better. There could also be a different user interface for both
hand dominance types. Additionally, it would be beneficial to test whether experience
in controller-based UIs in general slows down or speeds up the learning of gesture UIs.
Another potential direction would be to mirror the test with standardized questionnaires,
such as using the SSQ, SUS, or NASA TLX and compare whether the insights differ.
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Furthermore, other disciplines, such as medical science, could utilize gestures in, e.g.,
remote surgeries or surgical training. However, for those use case scenarios, the systems
would have to be much more accurate and robust than the technology is capable of right
now due to issues such as occlusion, lighting limitations, network connectivity, and hand
shape differences in humans, among others. Additionally, there are currently unsolved
issues such as the lack of correct haptic/force feedback which would be able to generate,
e.g., the muscle memory required in surgery [73].

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a case study with two hand-tracking (HT) user interfaces:
the one-handed (1H UI, unimanual) and the two-handed (2H UI, bimanual). The UIs were
developed using the Unity game engine and the Oculus integration software development
kit, and the development device was the Meta Quest 2. The idea of the 1H UI is that it
is simpler to utilize and requires less coordination between hands with the disadvantage
that accidental gesture activation can be more frequent, whereas the 2H UI is focused
on reliability and preventing accidental gesture activation and comes with the potential
drawback of requiring two-hand coordination and maybe causing more physical strain.
The user interfaces are designed for the context of 3D design review software in virtual
reality, which draws inspiration from a research project called Sustainable Shipbuilding
Concepts, where one topic is to utilize VR as a visualization tool. The idea with hand-
tracking and gesture UIs is that they could potentially alleviate the entry barriers of VR
usage by reducing strain from holding controllers, improving learning by utilizing easy-to-
understand gesture controls rather than button inputs, as well as potentially alleviating VR
sickness by offering a control scheme which represents the experienced actions, especially
artificial motion (vection), better than a controller.

The underlying methodology is similar to design science, which in essence means that
we designed and created a research artefact (the user interfaces) to investigate a defined
problem, which is the usability of unimanual gestures versus bimanual gestures in VR and
3D design review software with an additional motivation to increase VR adoption in the
ship construction industry as a visualization tool. Additionally, the artefact can solve issues
related to VR usability in general with the help of gesture user interfaces. The interfaces
were pilot tested before the real test.

In the test, a testing sample of 25 users was utilized, who tested the two user interfaces
sequentially, filling a testing questionnaire after testing each user interface. The test users
were further categorised into 14 categories based on internal traits such as previous VR
or HT experience, age, gender, testing order, testing language, and whether they were
able to complete the testing. The testing was recorded with three cameras recording
both the visuals and audio in order to better understand the way the users utilize their
hands for various actions. The test was divided into 13 tasks (0–12), which introduced the
mechanics to the test users one by one and eventually required the users to apply their
learnt skills. Each task contained written instructions and an instruction video within the
virtual environment. The tasks were timed, and alongside the task completion times, the
amount and duration of gesture and action activations performed by the users were logged
as text files for performance-based data analysis.

The results showed that the 1H UI was preferred greatly based on the questionnaire
results, and the only category of users that preferred the 2H UI was the category which
tested the 1H UI first. This means that all the other traits—age, gender, previous VR and
HT experience, and language—did not impact the version preference seemingly much,
meaning that the 1H UI was clearly more enjoyable to utilize for the testing sample. This
also means that it can be determined that the testing order was a large factor in determining
the testing experience, and namely that the experience gained from already having tested
one version greatly increased the performance in the second version independent of the
utilized user interface or user traits. The result was also statistically significant.
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In relation to hand preference, there was a preference for right-hand usage in the 1H
UI, while the 2H UI was more varied. As most (24/25) users were right-handed, this could
indicate dominant hand preference for single-hand gestures.

When rating the gestures, the fingers forward facing “flathand” gesture was rated
clearly the most enjoyable to form, whereas the worst gesture was the “rock-climbing”
gesture, as it was rated most often as one of the three disliked gestures by the test users, and
it also had the lowest rating of being one of the liked gestures. The “rock-climbing” gesture
was also causing the most false positives, as it had a high activation rate even in tasks
where it served no purpose. These results indicate that the design of the “rock-climbing”
gesture could be iterated upon further, while the “flathand” at least seems suitable for
further testing.

The user movement actions were considered easier to utilize than controlling a 3D
model or other menu-related actions, although most users had difficulties learning the
backwards movement in Task 2, and thus it was barely utilized throughout the test. Users
were also utilizing the movement actions at normal speed for the most part. Moreover,
when utilizing the pinch gestures, the index-finger pinch was greatly (75%) favored against
the middle-finger pinch. Additionally, physically turning in the space was preferred over
using the provided artificial turning method with the “pistol” gesture, indicating that
physical turning in VR is a more natural way.

The task completion times showed that the 1H UI was faster to complete on average,
although the 2H UI was faster when completed as second, but the difference between
completing it as first compared with completing it second was more than double, whereas
for the 1H UI, the difference was a lot smaller. This indicates that the 2H UI may have a
steeper learning curve, but that it is ultimately more efficient than the 1H UI once the users
are familiar with it.

The experienced strain and VR sickness results showed that according to the ques-
tionnaire, most users experienced none or slight VR sickness or strain, although four users
became so nauseous that they had to abort the testing. What is more, one of the test users
who had to discontinue ended up vomiting in the end. This result shows that hand-tracking
and gesture UIs do not at least completely remove the VR sickness.

Overall, the test suggests that a unimanual control scheme could be preferable to a
bimanual one, mainly due to it being simpler and faster to utilize, although a long-term
use study would be needed to confirm this result. Such a study could integrate some
relevant real-world tasks into the user interfaces and record the results during weeks of
usage, comparing the user experience at different stages of user adoption such as novice
user, intermediate user, and expert user.
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Appendix A. Detailed Task Descriptions and Task-Based Results

Appendix A.1. Introduction Task: Instructions (Task 0)

After fitting and adjusting the VR headset, the test started with Task 0 requiring the
user to read instructions located on the virtual test environment walls around them. After
the user was ready, they needed to close their fists three times simultaneously to start the
test. The fist was activated 11–14 times and held closed 13–17 s in both versions on average
(1H: Left hand: 5.5 times for 5.6 s, Right hand: 8 times for 11.1 s; 2H: Left hand: 6.0 times for
7.0 s, Right hand: 5.6 times for 6.3 s). This shows that there were perhaps some difficulties
in activating the fist gestures simultaneously, especially in 1H UI using the right hand.
For the other gestures (see Section 3 for gesture descriptions), the “rock-climbing” gesture
was activated rather many times unintentionally (1H: 24 times for 19.9 s; 2H: 21.9 times
for 21.4 s).

Appendix A.2. Forward and Backwards Movement (Tasks 1–2)

The goal was to move forward using the “flathand” gesture(s) and cross a 10 m line on
the x or z axis, which were drawn in the environment (previously showcased in Figure 4).
The optimal solution required one activation with an active time of less than 5 s. The logs
show that for normal speed, the 1H UI had 8.8 activations with 3.6 s active time, and 2H
UI had 5.5 activations with 4.2 s active time, which was considerably more than double
speed (1H: 3.4 times for 1.4 s; 2H: 4.6 times for 1.9 s). This indicates that forward movement
had some issues learning the gesture activation, but once the gesture was active, the users
moved to the correct direction and did not waste time.

The “flathand” gesture was activated around the same amount of times in both
versions (1H: 8.3 times; 2H: 9.2 times), but the active time difference was drastic with 2H
UI having double the active time (39.8 s) compared to 1H UI (18.8 s). A cause for this is
likely due to the users in the 2H UI not realizing they needed to form the closed fist or
thumb up simultaneously with the “flathand”. The relative data showed that the “rock-
climbing” gesture was activated many times (around 40%) and for a rather long duration
(around 20%) relative to the main gesture “flathand” (around 25% activations and 45%
duration), further highlighting that the “rock-climbing” gesture is formed unintentionally
rather easily.

The users needed to move back to the origin (starting point) by reversing with the
“flathand” gesture and fingers pointing upwards in Task 2. Backwards movement was
activated 19.1 times for 6.7 s in the 1H UI and 7.1 times for 6.1 s in the 2H UI at normal
speed. For double speed, the statistics were 1H = 11.3 times and 7.3 s; 2H = 4.7 times
and 2.3 s. The optimal performance would have been one to two activations for around
5 s or less, but it can be seen that there were considerably more activation times in both
UIs, although there were a lot more in the 1H UI. This indicates that learning backwards
movement was difficult, and the observations strongly agree with this conclusion.

The relative data show that the “flathand” gesture was active for the longest (as
desired), while the “rock-climbing” gesture again had many unnecessary activations.
Action activations, as visualized in Table A1, show that forward movement was active for
around the same duration as backwards movement. This indicates that users maybe did not
realize they needed to stop the forward movement when reaching the 10 m line on the floor
(observed behavior) in Task 1; thus, the duration “overflowed” to Task 2, and also that some
users had difficulties in reversing (observed behavior) and ended up manually turning
their head and moving forward instead. Additionally, there were many observations about
users not understanding the goal of the task clearly, as the word “origin”, or even the
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phrase “starting point” was not understood correctly by some users. Thus, some users did
not realize where the origin was in the environment.

Table A1. Relative action usage in Task 2, calculated with the relative calculation mechanism
described in Section 4.3. The highest value(s) for each version in both action speeds is highlighted in
red, while the lowest value(s) is highlighted in blue.

Relative Activations Relative Active Time
Normal Speed Double Speed Normal Speed Double Speed

Action 1H 2H 1H 2H 1H 2H 1H 2H

FORW 30% 26% 16% 25% 31% 28% 18% 17%

BACK 38% 29% 17% 20% 30% 39% 20% 17%

Appendix A.3. Up and Down Movement (Tasks 3–4)

Task 3 was to learn up movement using the “flathand” gesture with the palm facing
upwards, and the goal was to rise up and reach the 10 m line on the y axis in the virtual
environment. The up movement was activated 2.9 times for 2.1 s in the 1H UI and 2.4 times
for 2.5 s in the 2H UI at normal speed, which was more than double speed (1H: 0.8 times for
0.8 s; 2H: 2.0 times for 0.6 s) similar to the earlier task results. Both versions were performed
close to optimally, so there probably were no major issues with this task.

The closed fist was over-utilized in the 1H UI, which could indicate difficulties with the
task completion. Both versions activated the “rock-climbing” gesture unnecessarily, as in
previous tasks. Additionally, action activation statistics show that the upwards movement
was preferred for both versions, with normal speed over double speed.

In Task 4, users were required to descend to the ground from their previous height
(of 10 m optimally). The gesture to learn was the “flathand” with palm facing downwards
with similar optimal activation estimates than prior tasks. The activations were 3.1 times
for 1.6 s in the 1H UI and 2.1 times for 2.8 s in the 2H UI at normal speed. For double speed,
usage was 1.6 times for 1.8 s in the 1H UI and 1.6 times for 1.0 s in the 2H UI, showing
little difference to normal speed. Neither version seemed to face major issues with learning
the action.

The gesture-forming statistics mirror the findings in previous tasks about the preva-
lence of the “rock-climbing” gesture. Action activations statistics show that the downwards
movement was clearly the most utilized action, and additionally that in the 1H UI, users
preferred to move down at double speed, while in the 2H UI, the normal speed was used
more. Additionally, some upwards movement carried over from Task 3 was observed.

Appendix A.4. Turning the User (Task 5)

Task 5 introduced an artificial smooth rotation option, which afforded the user to turn
left or right using the “pistol” gesture. The goal was to turn 360 degrees in either direction
combined, with the optimal performance being around one to three activations for the
“pistol” for 7.5–10 s. The results show that users turned 8.4 times for 13.8 s in the 1H UI
and 4.9 times for 8.5 s in the 2H UI at normal speed. The double speed turning (2H only)
was 3.1 times for 1.5 s. Users turned for longer in the 1H UI, but this is easily explained by
the lack of double speed option, which caused them to take longer to complete the turning.
Overall, it seems there were some issues in the “pistol” gesture recognition due to there
being a large activation amount.

The “pistol” gesture was not activated in such relative amounts as it should have
been. This is especially true for 1H UI, as it had a large unnecessary allocation for the
closed-fist gesture. Additionally, the “rock-climbing” gesture saw less usage than in prior
tasks, which was an indication that users might be learning to better position their hands
for the actions that are needed or to avoid the easily occurring accidental recognition. For
pinch gestures, the amount of no pinching at all went considerably down from the previous
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tasks, indicating that pinching might occur rather easily unintentionally when attempting
to form the “pistol” gesture.

Turning was overall the most used action, and there is not much difference in the
relative amounts when the fact that 2H UI allows for double-speed turning is taken into
account. The 1H UI had a rather large allocation for the forward movement, which is
strange, as the task is optimally completed staying still, and this was not replicated in the
2H UI. One potential explanation is that users had some issues with their “pistol” being
recognized as a forward-facing “flathand”, which activated the forward movement. The
reason why this did not occur in the 2H UI could be because of the dual hand requirement.

Appendix A.5. Teleportation (Task 6)

Task 6 featured learning how to teleport using either the index-finger pinch (INDTELE)
or the middle-finger pinch (MIDTELE). First, the users needed to activate a ray in their left
hand using the “rock-climbing” gesture and aim it at a teleportable surface (such as the
floor or air), which subsequently made the ray’s color turn green (from red). Second, the
users needed to utilize either one of the pinch gestures to teleport to the ray’s end location.
The goal of the task was to teleport three times using both pinch methods; thus, the optimal
solution was six teleports in total with similar ray activations. There were 4.6 INDTELEs
and 3.6 MIDTELEs in the 1H UI, while in the 2H UI, the result was 6.8 INDTELEs and
3.3 MIDTELEs. This shows that there potentially were difficulties in activating MIDTELE in
the 2H UI, as the high amount of INDTELEs probably means that an attempted MIDTELE
was recognized as an INDTELE multiple times, which was also noted as an observation
for some users. It is unclear why this happened in the 2H UI only, as the mechanic was
identical in both. For ray activation, the 2H UI had more active time (1 min and 4.5 s)
and activations (32.6) than the 1H UI (43.5 s and 28.5 activations), which is also a sign of
difficulties. In addition, only the left hand was capable of initiating a teleport; however, it
was observed that some users did not properly read the instructions and instead attempted
to teleport with the right hand, sometimes taking tens of seconds to realize their error.

For gesture activation, the “rock-climbing” gesture was clearly activated and stayed
active the most, although there was a rather large percentage of both closed fist and
“flathand” gestures, even though they were unnecessary. One reason for this can be that
users positioned themselves to see the instructions better after initiating a teleport. Another
is that some users were observed to (accidentally) teleport quite high up and subsequently
wanted to quickly come back down due to VR-induced acrophobia while simultaneously
being unable to control the teleportation well enough to descend using it, thus relying
on the downwards movement action. It can also be seen that the index-finger pinch was
used for around two-thirds of the activations for both versions, which corresponds to the
teleport type statistics.

Appendix A.6. Positioning Oneself in the Virtual Environment (Task 7)

In Task 7, the users were required to move to a specific position in the virtual environ-
ment, which contained a yellow box-like object which the users were told to collide with
using any movement mechanics they chose. This task had no defined way of completion;
thus, there is no optimal action amount.

The action activations in Table A3 show that forward movement was majorly utilized
in both versions both at normal and double speed. There was also a relevant amount of
downwards movement; this is likely because the users often teleported quite high up in
Task 6, so now they needed to descend to the objective. Some amount of turning was also
utilized, but there was not very much backwards or upwards movement, the reasons for
which are probably that many users did not properly learn backwards movement and there
was no need to ascend in the task for the most part. When comparing the action activations
to the gesture activations in Table A2, the “rock-climbing” gesture emerged on top, while
“flathand” and closed fist were close in comparison. Additionally, the 1H UI utilized a
relatively large amount of closed-fist gestures despite it being useless. This likely means
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gesture recognition issues. Finally, the amount of teleportation used in the task was on a
similar level to the previous task (1H: 3.6 INDTELEs, 2.2 MIDTELEs; 2H: 2.9 INDTELEs,
2.0 MIDTELEs) with a slight preference for INDTELE.

Table A2. Relative gesture usage in Task 7, calculated with the relative calculation mechanism
described in Section 4.3. The highest value(s) for each version in both gesture categories is highlighted
in red, while the lowest value(s) is highlighted in blue.

Relative Activations Relative Active Time
Non-Pinch Gestures 1H 2H 1H 2H

Closed fist gesture 17% 24% 22% 30%

“Flathand” gesture 32% 19% 39% 24%

“Rock-climbing” gesture 43% 32% 35% 35%

“Pistol” gesture 9% 3% 4% 3%

Thumb-up gesture - 22% - 8%

Pinch gestures 1H 2H

Index-finger pinch 68% 64%

Middle-finger pinch 18% 31%

No pinches 14% 5%

Table A3. Relative action usage in Task 7, calculated with the relative calculation mechanism
described in Section 4.3. The highest value(s) for each version in both action speeds is highlighted in
red, while the lowest value(s) is highlighted in blue.

Relative Activations Relative Active Time
Normal Speed Double Speed Normal Speed Double Speed

Action 1H 2H 1H 2H 1H 2H 1H 2H

FORW 35% 29% 11% 15% 33% 30% 11% 11%

BACK 7% 3% 1% 2% 5% 3% 1% 2%

UP 5% 6% 2% 5% 3% 7% 3% 5%

DOWN 23% 15% 5% 7% 19% 18% 12% 7%

TURNRL 12% 6% - 3% 14% 7% - 2%

When looking at the hand preferences, the 1H UI had no clear preference toward either
hand, while the 2H UI had a considerably higher preference rate toward left-hand usage,
especially in the actions that were activated the most. The latter result is also replicated via
the absolute gesture activation statistics, showing that the right hand was extensively used
for the fist and thumb up to control speed, but it was used a lot less on the other gestures to
control action type. Additionally, the 1H UI had the option of combining actions, but most
users did not utilize it.

Appendix A.7. Menu Activation and Placement (Task 8)

The menu, displayed in Figure A1, could be made to appear by either closing the
left fist (1H UI) or both fists simultaneously (2H UI), and it followed the position and
orientation of the user’s left wrist/fist while the left fist was held closed (for both versions).
Opening the left fist made the menu stay in its current position, which was the intended
way to interact with the menu without having to hold the left hand stable. The menu could
be interacted with by activating the ray with the right hand and pointing it at the menu
buttons (which made the ray turn blue), which could then be selected by an index-finger
pinch with the same hand. Additionally, the menu could be closed (made invisible) by
closing the right fist in the 1H UI (when the left fist was not simultaneously closed) or by
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closing both fists again (first both need to be opened) in the 2H UI. The task goal was to
learn menu usage basics by opening it and first selecting a Choose Object button and then
choosing one of the four possible models to spawn into the scene (to the origin) by selecting
a button with the model’s name. The models can be seen in Figure A2.

Figure A1. The menu that is used to spawn 3D models into the scene and modify their properties.
Colours exist to differentiate sections of the menu, while the numpad is used to enter coordinates for
object moving.

Figure A2. The four models available to be spawned into the scene in Task 8 (or later), which are a
basic lorry, conveyor belt, concrete tank, and pillar.

The only difference in the task between the versions was the menu opening and
closing mechanic. The required gestures were the fist(s), right-hand “rock-climbing”, and
index-finger pinch. The optimal solution involved one to two menu openings and two
index-finger pinches, with one to two fist(s) activations, while the menu should remain
active for a maximum of 10 s. The menu was activated on average five times for 1 min and
7.5 s in the 1H UI, and 2.3 times for 32.0 s in the 2H UI. The closed fist was also activated
considerably more in the 1H UI (33.0 times for 77.3 s) compared to the 2H UI (17.6 times
for 42.3 s). Overall, both results were far from the optimal in terms of menu active time,
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which indicates that learning the basic menu functions was difficult. It was also observed
that many users did not realize they needed to leave the menu stationary, which impacted
their ease of use.

The activation of the menu buttons was logged, and the results show that the Choose
Object button required in the task was selected 1.2 times in the 1H UI and 1.7 times in the 2H
UI, showing that some users reversed their selection (to be able to choose it more than once),
indicating poor task understanding or aiming inaccuracy. Out of the four options, the Lorry
model was chosen to be spawned clearly the most, although this is understandable, as it
was featured in the instruction video. Furthermore, the 2H UI was completed a lot faster,
which was mainly due to the right hand accidentally disabling the menu when attempting
to pinch and select buttons with it in the 1H UI, as it was recognized as a closed fist.

Appendix A.8. Understanding the Menu and Selecting Buttons (Task 9)

In Task 9, the user needed to navigate the menu by selecting Position Select, Custom
Position, and then setting the positional coordinates for their spawned object to x = 10, y = 5,
and z = 10. Completing these actions moved the model from the origin to those coordinates
instantaneously. There were also unnecessary buttons available to see how accurately the
users were able to select the correct buttons using the ray interaction. The optimal solution
was to select the Position Select once, then Custom Position, and then from the numpad: 1,
0, Confirm, 5, Confirm, 1, 0, Confirm. Thus, the deviation from the aforementioned button
presses shows the rate of error or misunderstanding. The most selected buttons in this task
were the ones required for completion for both versions. Additionally, the Numpad Delete
was utilized around once per test user on average, which signals a small amount of wrong
inputs. Some unnecessary button usage was noticed with the rotation selection options
and Numpad 8 in addition to returning from the numpad selection in the 1H UI. However,
the 2H UI showed barely any inputs on the wrong numbers or other than position-related
options; thus, this could mean that it was easier for the users to stabilize the menu in the
2H UI, leading to fewer input errors.

Appendix A.9. Manual Model Rotation (Task 10)

In Task 10, the objective was to rotate the model around the x and z axes in world
space, 360 degrees on both. In order to accomplish this, the user needed to activate the
manual control for the object from the menu using the Activate manual control button.
When the manual control was enabled, the user’s movement actions controlled the model
instead of the user (apart from the teleport), and additionally, the model could be rotated
on all three axes, while the user can only turn on the y axis. The model turning for the
task functioned by pointing the “pistol” gesture either upwards or downwards, which
determined the direction of the rotation on the axis. The rotated axis was determined by
the hand which formed the gesture; the left hand rotated on the z axis, while the right
rotated on the x axis. Similar to Task 5, the 2H UI had the opportunity to rotate the model
at double speed as well as normal, while the 1H UI only had the normal speed option.

Many users had issues with either understanding how to enable the manual control or
realizing that they needed to rotate the model on both axes. This issue was intensified by
the users being too far away from the model to see the text counter attached to it, which
showed the remaining rotation amounts. There were also issues with the menu activating
when trying to rotate the model as well as users not pointing their “pistol” gestures at
high or low enough angles and thus ending up rotating on the y axis for an extended
period of time. Many users also had difficulties in finishing reading the task instructions.
The optimal solution involved one to two activations for either turning action, while the
rotation itself should take around 15–20 s.

For z axis turning, there were 14.8 activations for 15.3 s in the 1H UI and 15.5 activations
for 17.1 s in the 2H UI. Respectively, the x turning results were 20.2 activations for 19.9 s
and 10.3 activations for 15.4 s. The 2H UI additionally had the double-speed option:
13.3 activations for 9.5 s z turning and 4.9 activations for 2.5 s x turning. The statistics show
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that overall, z turning (left hand) was slightly favored in the 2H UI, although considerably
so when using double speed, while the x turning (right hand) was favored in the 1H UI.
The result is consistent with previous findings which suggest that in the 1H UI, the right
hand was preferred, while in the 2H UI, the left hand was utilized more. Furthermore,
when inspecting the rotation direction, the negative direction was clearly favored in both
versions, indicating that pointing the “pistol” gesture upwards would be preferable to
pointing it downwards.

Appendix A.10. Manual Model Positioning (Task 11)

In this task, the users needed to move the model into a shape container in such
a way that it was overlapping a green cube within the container without touching the
container’s walls (see Figure A3a). This task afforded using any of the movement controls,
although the model cannot be teleported. The optimal amount of action usage is difficult
to estimate, but considering the distance that the model should be moved based on its
intended location after the previous task, the total movement amount should be around
15 units (meters) along the x axis (from coordinate (10, 5, 10) to (25, 5, 10)). This movement
amount should require at most 10–15 s, but the difficulty lies in positioning the model
within the shape container, and this could take an extensive period of time based on user
skill and spatial understanding.

According to the observations, many users had issues with the rotation controls,
which improved only negligibly from Task 10. Users were also faced with standard object
position controlling issues, such as moving too far forward or back and missing the target,
in addition to issues with the menu being activated unintentionally, thus disabling the
movement controls until it was deactivated again. Furthermore, some users did not realize
that the menu had opened in cases when they accidentally activated it outside of their
field of view and thus spent a long time frustrated when nothing was functioning. This
can be seen by the absolute menu activations numbers, which were 21.5 activations for 1
min and 31.5 s in the 1H UI compared to 16.9 activations and 1 min and 57.3 s in the 2H
UI. As the menu was only required to be activated for enabling the manual control, any
activation amount greater than one suggests that the users had issues with uninitiated
menu activation or disabling or both.

Table A4. Relative gesture usage in Task 11, calculated with the relative calculation mechanism
described in Section 4.3. The highest value(s) for each version in both gesture categories is highlighted
in red, while the lowest value(s) is highlighted in blue.

Relative Activations Relative Active Time
Non-Pinch Gestures 1H 2H 1H 2H

Closed fist gesture 22% 22% 23% 33%

“Flathand” gesture 21% 16% 24% 19%

“Rock-climbing” gesture 40% 30% 33% 23%

“Pistol” gesture 18% 9% 20% 15%

Thumb-up gesture - 24% - 10%

Pinch gestures 1H 2H

Index-finger pinch 74% 81%

Middle-finger pinch 26% 19%

The relative gesture data in Table A4 show that the “rock-climbing” gesture for ray
activation was used the most in general, although the fist usage was slightly higher in
duration in the 2H UI, which is understandable considering the requirement for any non-
pinch action to activate. When looking at the teleportation data to correlate with the
high “rock-climbing” usage, the result shows that there were around 10 teleports in total
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for both versions, indicating that the ray usage was mostly related to utilizing the menu
or unintentional.

Table A5. Relative model action usage in Task 11, calculated with the relative calculation mechanism
described in Section 4.3. The highest value(s) for each version in both action speeds is highlighted in
red, while the lowest value(s) is highlighted in blue.

Relative Activations Relative Active Time
Normal Speed Double Speed Normal Speed Double Speed

Action 1H 2H 1H 2H 1H 2H 1H 2H

FORW 25% 22% 4% 11% 18% 20% 5% 6%

BACK 3% 3% 0% 1% 2% 2% 0% 1%

UP 3% 3% 1% 2% 2% 3% 1% 1%

DOWN 8% 6% 1% 3% 5% 4% 2% 2%

TURNRL 31% 18% - 12% 42% 31% - 11%

TURNUPMOD 15% 10% - 5% 18% 13% - 3%

TURNDOWNMOD 7% 2% - 2% 5% 2% - 1%

The relative model action data in Table A5 show that the model was moved the most
using forward movement and y turning actions for both versions, while for x and z turning,
the negative direction was preferred over the positive direction, which was similar to Task
10. Furthermore, similar to the user movement actions, the downwards movement was
utilized considerably more than the upwards movement, which could mean that perceiving
the movement was easier downwards or that some reason caused the model to move up
unintentionally, such as rotating the model so that its forward direction became up.

(a) The shape container for Task 11 that
the user needs to direct their model into.
The model must touch the green cube
inside the container without touching
the container walls, which prevents the
model being inserted only partially or
overlapping.

(b) The building-sized model which spawns into the
scene at the start of Task 12. The test user needs to move
inside it and find a hidden red box. Teleporting is not
allowed inside the model.

Figure A3. Task 11 and 12 elements.

Appendix A.11. Applying the Learned Skills through Exploration (Task 12)

The users were instructed to navigate inside a large industrial-appearing 3D model
and locate a red box within it, as shown in Figure A3b. When a user found the box, they
needed to aim the right-hand ray to it (which turned yellow) and index-finger pinch to
finish the testing. The large model is made to contain a lot of reference points (in the
form of shapes) so that the user can visualize their movement more easily. The model is
impenetrable by the user, and its surfaces are non-teleportable (to enforce also other ways
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of movement). The idea for the task was to test how well the users can apply the skills they
have learned in an exploration task and what actions they choose to utilise the most. A task
like this can take a long time because of its exploratory nature, so it should encourage the
test users to utilize the easiest movement actions for them, which would give a good idea
for what actions are the best out of the set.

The optimal task performance was difficult to determine because of the exploration
aspect. The relative gesture activation statistics in Table A6 show that the “rock-climbing”
gesture was activated the most times for both versions, which strongly suggests that it was
unintentionally activating constantly, as there was little need for it apart from potential
teleporting outside the large model. The result can be confirmed by looking at the teleport
amount, which was 3.5 for the 1H UI and 2.8 for the 2H UI. The “flathand” gesture was
active for the longest duration, which was to be expected as it is used to control four
different actions. Additionally, a rather high amount of closed-fist activations and active
time in the 1H UI, which has been noticed in previous tasks, was noticed here as well. This
is likely related to both unintentional menu activation and users’ hand rest or default poses
resembling a fist.

The user movement activation statistics, see Table A7, show that forward movement
was vastly preferred and that backwards movement was barely utilized in either version. In
general, turning was underutilized despite the task environment containing many obstacles
that the users needed to avoid while moving. This was related to the observation that
users tended to turn around physically instead of using the gestures during the task. This
indicates that artificial turning is not intuitive or natural even when using gesture controls.

Table A6. Relative gesture usage in Task 12, calculated with the relative calculation mechanism
described in Section 4.3. The highest value(s) for each version in both gesture categories is highlighted
in red, while the lowest value(s) is highlighted in blue.

Relative Activations Relative Active Time
Non-Pinch Gestures 1H 2H 1H 2H

Closed fist gesture 16% 25% 13% 32%

“Flathand” gesture 32% 17% 52% 34%

“Rock-climbing” gesture 45% 31% 32% 21%

“Pistol” gesture 7% 3% 3% 3%

Thumb-up gesture - 24% - 10%

Pinch gestures 1H 2H

Index-finger pinch 84% 79%

Middle-finger pinch 16% 21%

Table A7. Relative action usage in Task 12, calculated with the relative calculation mechanism
described in Section 4.3. The highest value(s) for each version in both action speeds is highlighted in
red, while the lowest value(s) is highlighted in blue.

Relative Activations Relative Active time
Normal Speed Double Speed Normal Speed Double Speed

Action 1H 2H 1H 2H 1H 2H 1H 2H

FORW 46% 41% 12% 21% 42% 47% 16% 14%

BACK 3% 1% 1% 1% 2% 1% 0% 1%

UP 10% 9% 3% 6% 10% 12% 6% 5%

DOWN 16% 8% 4% 4% 12% 8% 5% 2%

TURNRL 5% 7% - 3% 6% 7% - 2%
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